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THE PRESIDENT'S LETTER 
Dear Fellow Members, 
On Sunday afternoon, July 13, approximately 25 members enjoyed, as guests of 
the Pee Dee Chapter S. C. Genealogical Society, a most interesting and educational 
visit to historical sites in the Britton's Neck area. After light refreshments at 
the . Central Methodist Church, Dr. Robert Bass outlined the itinerary and distributed 
a short description of ea.ch of the 15 stops on the tour. A caravan of about 30 cars 
then followed our guides down the, now practically deserted, peninsula or neck to the 
confluence of the Little and Great Pee Dee. Here the group enjoyed the beautiful 
view and exchanges of information on family histories ancient and modern. I should 
like to thank .our hosts for a delightful tour and for their gracious hospitality. 
Bill Keeling reports that renovation of the old Post Office building continues 
and that an early opening of the Horry County Museum is expected. Also that a 
program is being developed to make available to the young people of the county many 
of the exhibits of the museum. 
Since this is my last letter to you as president, I should like to express my 
pleasure in serving my terms of President-Elect and President and to thank all of 
you who have been so much help. Our membership, which continues to grow (450 as 
of September), is fortunate in having Bill Long as its new president starting in 
January. 
This issue of the Quarterly completes the fourteenth volume and serves as a 
reminder that we are now accepting dues for 1981. Prompt payment of dues to 
Treasurer Ted Green will ease the very formidable task which our volunteer staff 
must carry ou.t ea.ch year in establishing the new mailing list. 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Root Medicine Intrigues the Society, by Annette Reesor 
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ROOT MEDICINE INTRIGUm THE SOCIETY 
Mr. William Keeling, curator of the Horry County 
Museum, was guest speaker at the July 14 meeting of the 
Society. The subject of his talk was "Root Medicine: 
What Is It?". He kept the audience spellbound. 
Mr. Keeling has made an extensive firsthand study 
of root medicine and knows several practitioners of the 
art. He affirms that root doctors usually look like any 
well-dressed businessman in the cormnunity and many are 
prominent church goers and ministers. They gather and 
sell the ingredients for casting spells and warding them 
off. 
The popular concept that root doctors are always 
Afro-Americans is erroneous. About 20 per cent are of 
African descent; others are American Indian or have Euro-
pean ancestors. Herbal medicine is usually Indian in 
origin, while the dreaded nhag'' · is European. 
According to Mr. Keeling, root medicine serves to 
explain that which cannot readily be explained in every-
day terms. 
Du.ring the business meeting Jon Bourne reported on the work of the Preservation 
Committee which is surveying buildings in Conway for their historical interest. Presi-
dent Gause named a nominating committee to prepare a slate for the October election of 
officers for 1981. 
A highlight of the evening was the presentation 
of the fourth Ernest Edward Richardson Memorial 
Award for exceptional service to the Society to 
E. R. Mciver. Gene Anderson, chairman of the Awards 
Committee made the presentation and read the cita-
tion: 
"The Awards Committee and the Board of 
Directors of the Horry County Historical Socie-
ty present the Richardson Award to a charter 
member of the Society who served as its Presi-
dent in 1971-72 and as Editor of The Indepen-
dent Republic Quarterly since 1972. As Presi-
dent, Rick supplied strong and determined 
leadership that effectively overcame a diffi-
cult financial situation. As Editor, he has 
supplied the drive ~d discipline necessary to 
produce and publish the four issues each year. 
Under his leadership the Quarterly has become 
a diverse, wide-ranging record of Horry County 
history." 
Rick Mciver (left) receives 
Award from Gene Anderson (r.) 
At the conclusion of the meeting Mrs. Jewell Long and her assistants served light 
refreshments to the members and their guests. 
Can You Help? 
From time to time Horry County Memorial Library has requests for the names· of 
reliable persons who will do genealogical searches of local courthouse, library and 
other sources for a fee. If you are willing to undertake this work, we will be glad 
to have your name, address, telephone number and hourly rate on file. 
Fall 19.~8~o _______________ Th~e_I_n_d_e~p~e_n_d_en_t ....... R~e.p_u_b_l_ic._Q~ua~r_t_e_r~lY..__ __ ~--------~-P-a~ge--......._5 
FAULKS IN SIMPSON CREEK TOWNSHIP 1880 
by Charles B. Schweizer 
Greetings: You were kind enouah to publish my contributions on Faulks about a 
year ago and I thank you. Some dates were misread on the 1880 census which really 
confused things. The enclosed article explains the situation and I would appreciate 
your publishing it. 
Probably T. c. Vauaht of Sumter and I are the only people interested in the 
Faulk family. Just in case anyone else in Horry County is interested, they might 
appreciate an explanation of the Faulks listed in Simpson Creek Township in 1880 with 
some corrections needed to make sense of the listing. 
There really are four families, two easy and two difficult. The easy ones are 
Jonathan Faulk, ,b. 6 Oct 1848~ which makes him 32 and not 82 as reported in the census, 
· who was married to Prudence Simmons, b. 4 April 1846, which makes her 34 and not 84. 
The children from Mary throuah Elisa are theirs. Stephen E. Faulk, born in 1863, is 
really Spurgeon E. Faulk, b. 16 Aug 1863. Spurgeon E. Faulk is a half-brother to 
Jonathan and to John James Faulk, b. 21 Mar 1851, who married Ann Elizabeth Soles. 
The three children are theirs and by 1894 they had had five more. The father of 
Jonathan, John James, and Spurgeon was William R. Faulk, b. 1819 in North Carolina, 
who died as a P.O.W. in a prisoner of war camp in Elmira, N. Y., in 1865 and is buriedd 
there. Rebecca C. was mother of J 0 nathan and John James, while Tabitha Simmons was 
the mother of Spurgeon. 
The two difficult families are George W. Faulk, b. 1852, who in 1880 was married 
to Nimery (also thought to be Nancy or Elizabeth E., possibly a Holmes). In the 1900 
census George was born April 1848 and married to Mary who apparently was a widow since 
there were five stepchildren named Noble in the household. The other difficult family 
is William H. Faulk,_ b. Oct 1855, living with his wife Polly, b. 1857, so she was 23 
and not 73 as listed in the census. In the 1900 census William H. Faulk was married 
to Fannie, b. Apr 1861, and their children were Philip, b. Jan 1883; Barbara, b. Dec 
1885; William H., b. Sep 1889; and John, b. May 1891. 
George and William H. Faulk could also have been sons of William R. Faulk, but 
again they might be related to Philip Faulk about which little is known. 
WHO KNOWS? DOES ANYBODY? 
cN.B. Col. Schweizer's address is 2 Lakewood Drive, Edwardsville, Ill. 62025.J 
LOCAL HISTORY IN THE CLASSROOM 
The Mid-South Humanities Project, funded by the National Endowment for the Humani-
ties, is developing a program to promote the use of local history resources in the 
classroom. In 1981 and 1982 workshops will be offered to teachers in South Carolina 
and other southeastern states. Teachers from the elementary level through the communi-
ty college level as well as people in related fields such as libraries and museums will 
be eligible. Classes will be limited to forty persons who will be reimbursed for mile-
age, meals and lodging. If you wish to be placed on a mailing list to insure that you 
will receive f'uture information, send your name, address and position to 
Mid-South Humanities Project 
P. O. Box 23 
Middle Tennessee State University 
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37132 
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cNote: The following article from the Field and Herald, January 28, 1970, 
was omitted from the Summer ··1980 issue due to lack of space. The Rev. Carter served 
many churches in the area of L0ngs. He died August 26, 1973.J 
HORRY OLD-TIMER FONDLY RDtEJt!BERS 
SIX-HOUR TRIP FROM LONGS TO CONWAY 
The year of a state's 300th birthday is a time for looking back at the past. J. 
Robert Carter Sr., an BJ-year-old Horryite, remembers much about our state and our city 
at the turn of the century and the first decades after that. 
Carter first made the 18-mile trip into Conway from his home in the Longs community 
at the age of 12. He accompanied his father who had to report to the city hall to pay 
some taxes. The IR ir left home at four in the morning and the horse and buggy ride to 
Conway took six hours. 
"It was about like a spot beside the road 
now," Carter said about Conway in 1899. ''We 
went to pay the taxes on the bottom floor of 
the present City Hall. The Court House was on 
the top floor at the time." 
Besides this structure, he said that on 
the site of the present bakery at the corner 
of Third and Main, there was a general store 
run by Bill Lewis. On the same side of Main 
Street beyond that there were grass and weeds 
until the present site of the empty Collins 
building. A small wood store stood on that 
lot. Across from this building and over the 
railroad track which ran down the center of 
Main Street was a small drugstore run by Dr. 
Jim Norton. On the corner to the left of it 
was a flattop store run by Charlie Abrams 
where candy, crackers, and milkshakes were 
sold. 
Third Avenue also held few buildings. In 
the present vicinity of Leder-Banners was a 
Bargain House operated by Basil King. Across 
the street from it a small wood structure 
which housed the post office. To the left of 
it, about where the town clock now stands, 
was the Mayo Store which sold general mer-
chandise. 
In addition to these "downtown" stores 
was the Gulley Store on what is now the corner 
of Ninth Avenue and Beaty Street. It housed the beginnings of the Burroughs and Collins 
Company which later moved to town. After this move, the store was used eventually for 
a clinic run by Dr. Homer Burroughs. 
Carter said, "Since there was little space in town at this time for sick patients, 
a person would have to drive a team into town to tell a doctor about someone who was 
sick. The doctor would drive his own team to the home, diagnose the case, and leave 
medicine. He would write the dosage on the bottle and usually tell when he would re-
turn. When the idea for a hospital began, interested doctors went about town asking 
for donations. I remember I gave 25 dollars." 
The county jail on Main Street was another building which stood in Conway as Car-
ter remembers it on his first visit and later ones. "Three hangings took place there 
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that I can remember," he said. "I saw the 'Hanging Room• as a boy. A heavy rope hung 
f'rom the ceiling. There was a platfo:m on the floor held by hinges where the criminal 
stood at the time of the banging." 
Streets, of course, were not paved for a long time. Carter said that the only 
hard surface to be found in the downtown was a walkway made of boards lying side by 
side. They were usually wide enough so that two people could pass. 
World War I 
·In the second decade of the century, World War I bad its effect on Conway. Carter 
said, "People were greatly disturbed since there bad been no world war prior to this 
and Horry County was having to sacrifice many of its sons to win the war. You saw few 
young men in the county at the time, and we were all limited on foodstuffs~ Those at 
home were encouraged to buy bonds since the government needed f'unds. I was chairman 
in the.Leen ·tistrict for the bond meetings which were held to ask people to buy the 
bonds." 
Carter also remembered from this period the campaign meetings which were held in 
Conway. Tb.ere was no building large enough to hold all those who attended, so the 
meetings were held on a platfonn in the oaks behind the old Presbyterian church. Car-
ter himself decided to get directly involved in politics in 1920 when he ran for the 
House of Representatives. 
He said, "I bad my home and fann at Longs, but I would still walk to most of the 
campaign meetings or ride with another candidate in a horse and buggy. The speakings 
took a week and the candidates would just spend the night in the neighbo:rhood of the 
meeting. I .won in 1920 but was young in politics and did not file an expense account 
after the election. My opponent lived in town and found out about this. He protested 
and got to serve the term in the House." 
Carter ran again, however, in 1922. He said, "Some people tell me that I got the 
largest vote for ani man ever in Horry County. I was running both times on the Free 
Range ticket. Thie supported letting fanners fence in their fanns, but letting their 
animals roam at large for grazing." 
Long Train Ride 
To begin his first of seventeen years in the legislature, Carter walked the 18 
miles to Conway to get on the train for Columbia. The ride tood a day and a half. At 
that time the legislature had a limit of 40 days for a session, and it went the limit. 
Carter remembered, "I stayed in Columbia the whole 40 days. I couldn't afford 
to come home because the salary was only two hundred dollars a year. My family and I 
just wrote cards and letters back and forth." 
During this first tenn he said the state budget was less than the Horry County 
budget is now. He saw many changes in the budget and other aspects of the legisla-
ture, however, since he has served more years on it than any other man from Horry County. 
He served with five senators from the county before his last tenn in 1953-54. They 
were Jeremiah Smith, Doc Spivey, Paul Quattlebaum, Ernest Richardson, and Frank Thomp-
eon. 
Bot all of hie tripe through the years took a day and a half on the train. Around 
1928 he took his first ride to Columbia in an automobile. It was a model T owned by 
Will Prince, the representative from Loris. Carter remembered that Frank and Don :Bur-
roughs bad the first car he ever saw and said about it, "At the time people with teams 
didn't appreciate automobiles because the horses were afraid of them." 
Minister Since 1911 
In addition to hie active life in politics, Carter bas also served as a minister 
in the Missionary Baptist Church since 1911. Hie first church was 24 miles from home, 
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so he left Longs on Friday for his ministerial duties and did not return until Monday. 
Churches then held a conference on Saturday and services on Sunday. 
He said, "I remember that my sister-in-law died aftei: I left one weekend. The 
first I knew about it was when I met the group going to the cemetery on Monday." 
There were no specific qualifications at the time for a person to enter the minis-
try if he had the ability. Carter said that he cannot say how much education he re-
ceived in his boyhood because schools were not graded. He walked three miles each way 
to a one-room schoolhouse where a student progressed by books. Carter knows that he 
finished all the books. 
He said, "The school I attended was a pole house with a clay chimney at one end. 
Students gathered wood for the fire. There were about 25 students in the school and 
one teacher who was paid around $40 a month. He would spend the nights with patrons 
of the school." 
Since 1911 Carter has pastored 40 chtirches in Horry County and Columbus and Bruns-
wick Counties in North Carolina and presently serves the Mt. Leon Baptist Church at 
Longs. He has nine children. 
cThe Rev. Carter was the son of Pink P. and Lettie Hardee Carter. His children 
are Burroughs, Manley B., J. Robert Carter, Jr., Mrs. Sam Watts, Mrs. Effice C. Boyd, 
Mrs. Larue Todd, Mrs. Clarice Carter, Mrs. Jack Davis, Mrs. Joe B. Watson.J 
HOMEWOOD COLONISTS 
(See story on page 17) 
Several dairymen came with the Homewood colony: 
H. H. Lee, H. Allen Dietz, George and Donald 
Waddington. This bottle cap fit all sizes of 
glass bottles from gill to quart • 
. The George Waddington house on Coch-
ran Road (Chochran to El Bethel Church) 
is now owned by Dick Anderson. 
• 
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Wharf at Bucksport about 1910-13 (Photo courtesy Mr.- and Mrs. Manning Thomas) 
J'OBMATION OF THE CCIKJNITim OF BOCKSYILLE ABD BUCKSPORT 
by Eugenia Buck Cutts 
Dedicated to 
Jessamine Buck Richardson 
December 14, 1879-~Y 6, 1971 
My aunt, lmown to many as "Precious", who has always 
been an inspiration to me, and whose life at Bucksport 
touched the lives of so many, 
and 
Edward EJserton Burroushs 
September 25, 1900-March 19, 1979 
My cousin, with whom I shared not only a rich heri-
tage, but also many happy memories. 
When I was asked to give a history of Bucksport, I agreed reluctantly, on the 
condition I might speak also on Bucksville, in order to distinguish between the two, 
for the records .• 
Bucksville and Bucksport were two sawmill communities, located on the west bank 
of the Waccamaw River, about ten and fifteen miles south of Conway, respectively. 
Like the industry on which they were dependent, these villages rose and fell, much 
like the trees themselves. As they lost their sawmills and the shipping that went 
with them, they were absorbed by those success:f'u.1 in faming. Many of tlle families 
of lower Horry live on the fame of their ancestors; some having lived in that area 
since the 1700's. Some of these family names are Singleto~,' Huas.,56~1a, Parke~, 
Paul, Thompson, Cannon, Martin, Howell, »u.senbµry, Buck, Beaty and Harper. 
In preparing this I haye interviewed some of· the fomer inhabitants, and also 
done some research on lii:r ' own. While it is impossible for me to use .all the material 
given me, verbatim, it has been most helptul in pttting together many l(Jese ends, Dllleh 
like a puzzle. I am very grate:f'u.1 to the following: Mrs. Flossie Morris, Mrs. Ber-
tha Staley, Mrs. Ernest Harper, Mrs. Frances Moore Hendrix, Mrs . Ben Firmer, Mr. and 
Mrs. TODllJY Rich, Mr. Wendell Holbert, Mr. John Cartrette, Mrs. Belle Long, Mr. Earl 
Lewis, Miss Ethlyn Missroon, J(rs. Marguerite Laidlaw Chestnut , Mrs. Clark Hushes.,. 
Mr. Rob Laidlaw, Mrs. Etrulia Dozier, Mr • . James _F:razier; and Mr. William Pendleton 
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of Searsport, ~ine. · Aleo, a very big vote of gratitude g'l>ee to the staff of '.1'!. 
Independent Rep!lblic Quarterly, which since 1967 has done such an excellent j ob · of 
compiling much' of the history rf Horry County. My one qualification for doing this 
is that I am a · direct descendent of the f ounder of these two communities, Captain 
Henry Buck. 
In 1800, just one tear before Kingston Coun!Y of Georgetown Di~trict was changed 
to Horry County, a child was born in Bucksport, !Ylaine, ilamed Henry Buck. He was des-
tined to follow in the footsteps of hie grandfather, Jonathan Buck, who. iii 1764 had 
left Massachusetts to settle Bucksport, Maine, where he built a sawmill, and in 1770 
built the first vessel there. As was the custom among .the New Englanders, young Henry 
set sail, seeking his fortune while still in his twenties. He found his way from 
Charleston up the Waccamaw River, first running a store at Grieeett's Landing. In 
1830 he had acquired property farther down the river, and by 1835 had~:built the first 
steam sawmill in the southeast, known as Buck's Upper Mill. In 1838 he had erected · 
his home, which still stands, and in that same year he married Frances N. No::r:ma.n, 
daughter of Sarah Jane Beaty and Joshua S. No::r:ma.n of Conwayboro, having been divorced 
from }lie first wife in Prospect Harbor, Maine, by whom he had two children, William L. 
and Mary Jane. This was the first of three mills- he built, and around this home were 
farmlands where by the Civil War he had acquired 300 slaves. Edmund Kirke, an aboli-
tionist, who spent the night at Bucksville just previous to the War between the States, 
as he made his way up the coast, describes . this place in 'Among the Pines, publiSbed 
in 1862, page 28: ''While emerging from the pine-forest, over whose sandy barrens 
we•s ridden all day, a broad plantation lay spread before us. On one side was a row 
of perhaps forty small but neat cabins; and on the. o~er, at the distance of about a 
third of a mile, a huge building, which, from the piles of timber near it, I IJ&W was 
a lumber mill • . Before tia --,was a smooth causeway, extending on for a quarter of a mile. 
and shaded by large oaks a.Da. pines, whose moss fell in graceful drapery from the 
gnarled branches. This led to the mansion of the proprietor, a large antique struc-
ture, exhibiting the dingy appearance which all houses near the lowlands of the South 
derive from the climate, but with a generous, ·hospitable air about its wide doors and. 
bulky windows, that seemed to invite the traveller to the rest and shelter therein •••• 
an old negro approached and touching his hat, said: ''Massa send his complimens to de 
gemman, a.rid happy to hab him pass de night at Bucksville".... the host, an elderly 
gentleman, whose easy and polished manners reminded me of the times of our grandfathers 
· in glorious New England." 
Henry' ·and Frances N. Buck lived at Upper Mill Plantation and during the years 
1838 to 1854 -had · seven children, four daughters and three sons. By 1838 Capt. Buck 
had built the second mill on Billings Landing, . replacing a mill run by John Pickett 
there. This became known as Buck's Middle Mill, then as the town grew up around the 
mill, it was named :Bucksville for Capt. Buck, and he was the first postmaster. When 
the post~office closed, over a hundred years later, in the late 1950'e, Mrs. Goldie 
Averill Moore was postmistress, her mother and many oth~rs having serve<! before her. 
Her father, George Averill~ had come do111 from Maine as a ship's carpenter. 
In Rice Planter and Sportsman J. Motte Alston, 1821-1909, speaks of the Buck 
mills, p. 121: · "Two miles above WoodboUJ.'ne on the Waccamaw there were large saw-mills 
from which were exported pine lumber of all kinds to the West Indies. These vessels 
would pass in front of my house, and I would frequently lay in all the fruit I wanted 
at a trifling cost." In the 185o•·e Henry Buck bought this house from Motte Alston 
for a summer home. Mrs. Flossie Morrie told me that her father, lfoses Sarvis, surveyed 
this place for Capt. Buck, who · told him, ''We' 11 call it Tip Top," and that was the name 
from then on. 
Henry -Buck had a good friend in Searsport, Maine, Captain William McGil very, with 
wll.om he was aasociated in business. Mr. William Pendleton of Searsport, a student of 
maritime history, in correspondence published in The Independent Republic Quarterly, 
vol. 11, no. 4, p·. 32, states, "I recalled that a brig Waccamaw was built at Searsport 
in 1855 for Henry Buck of Buckeville et al. The other owners likely included some 
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Searsport men as a McGilvery was listed as principal owner in the American Lloyds 
Register of 186.5." And another "Bark Henry~ built Searsport, 18.52 •••• William 
McGilvery et al; John Carver, master builder." Again Mr. Pendleton cites a bill of 
sale "which shows that Henry Buck sold his l/8th share in this vessel to John N. Lane 
of Searsport, Me. , · Aug. 2, 1861, for $2, 200. 00." 
It was this Capt. William McGilvery who gave the pulpit of "solid Honduras mahog-
any'' in Hebron Church, built in 1848, as described by Mrs. Morris to News ! Courier 
reporter Walters. McDonald. 'The church's framework and siding are of n:S;tive pine 
and the original roof was of locally hand riven cypress shingles. Mrs. Morris' father 
along with Mr. A. B. Singleton and others helped build the church and told that the 
day the church was "raised" all hands at the Bucksville mill were given a holiday and 
helped in the work. Cost of the church was $1,700.00, the money being donated by 
five men: Henry Buck gave half, C. B. Sarvis a fourth, J. E. Dusenbury an eighth, and 
H. H. Wright and William L. Buck the remaining one eighth. Mr. Wright was a friend 
who had come down from Maine with William to work with him and his father. In 18.57 
H. H. Wright married Orilla, Henry Buck's oldest daughter of the South Carolina union, 
and they lived in Bucksville. In 1860, William iiE.rried Desiah McGilvery, daughter of 
his father's friend, Capt. McGilvery, and they too lived in Bucksville. The Hebron 
Church was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1977. 
In an article entitled "Sawmills" in the IRQ (vol. 7, no. 4, p. 6) Mr. John 
Cartrette states that "John and Tom Picket were doing a sawmill business at Billings 
Landing (Bucksville) in 1836. John Pope, a northern man, was doing business at a 
lumber mill at Bucksport, then called the lower mill before coming to Conway." Henry 
Buck bought the Billings Landing Mill site in 1837, and soon after bought the lower 
mill property, from John Pope, with whom he had first operated a mill there. The 
earliest record I find of a reference to Bucksport is that Mr. Charles Dusenbury was 
born there in 1854--"then Lower Mill, now Bucksport, s. C." in the IRQ, vol. 3, no. 1, 
p. 4. I also have an account of Captain Cephas Gilbert's life from 1861-6.5 sent me 
by a descendent of his, which had been written by his oldest son, "Frank L. Gilbert, 
born at Buck's Lower Mill on the Waccamaw, S. C. May 8, 18.59." On pages 641-2 of S2Ji.-
clopedia of Eminent and Representative Men of the Carolinas, 19th Century ·is an article 
on Capt. Cephas Gilbert which states in part: ."1858 was united in marriage to Miss 
Lucinda Buck, daughter of Hon. Henry Buck. At this time Capt. Gilbert engaged in 
lumber business with his father-in-law and was managing the mills at Buck'"s Lower 
Mill when the Civil war broke out. The bombardment of Fort Sumter could be distinctly 
heard on the morning of April 14th at their mills, al though they were fifty miles from 
Charleston. Five vessels, all hailing from the state of Maine, lay in Bucksville har-
bor, and it was feared that they would be seized, but the haste of the northern cap-
tains to quit the port ere the blockade was instituted precluded that event." It was 
Captain Cephas Gilbert who gave the second Bible presented to Hebron Church, according 
to Mrs. Morris. 
Beginning in 183.5, these mills had begun shipping hard pine lumber that had been 
squail!'e-cut and bound into rafts, then floated to the mill for f'urther cutting into 
negotiable lumber. The first business was to supply the shipyards of Maine and Massa-
chusetts with the white oak and yellow pine timber. Then they expanded trade to the 
West Indies and South America, and Europe. Round smooth stones and sometimes ice were 
often brought as ballast from New England, the stones to be dumped in the Waccamaw or 
laid along the bank of the wharf, and the ships were filled with South Carolina lumber 
in their place. Of course the ice, the first seen in t~ese parts, was used for refrig-
eration. 
All the mills closed during the Civil War. Henry's two younger sons both served~ 
Henry Lee became a captain at 18 and was captured at Petersburg, Va., in 1864. George, 
a student at the Citadel in 1861, was ordered into service with the Corps of Cadets. 
He died on duty at Johns Island in 186.5. 
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After the war trade between the north and the south was resumed. In 1866 Henry 
Lee married Georgia Virginia :Bell of Conway and they settled down at :Bucksport, where 
he ran the Lower Mill. There they reared five children, 2 sons, 3 daughters. The 
little town of :Bucksville began to really flourish. Shipbuilding was being undertaken. 
Mr. William Pendleton wrote in March, 1978, that Letters of !!:.New England Coaster, 
1868-1872, edited by Ralph H. Griffin, Jr., listed four references to :Bucksville deal-
ing with freight. One from J. A. Enslow and Co. of Charleston, s. c., has the follow-
ing: 
We are greatly in want of vessels for the following freights ani should any 
suit you, please write us. If not, some of them may suit your friends, and to 
whom you will please make known, viz: 
:Bucksville to Port de France, Martinique, 145 at $11.70 
:Bucksville to New York 140 to 150 M resawed, the longest of which is 60 
to 65 feet long. Our friends tell us to pay $10.00, but owing to the scar-
city of vessels, we shall have to pay $11.00 on small stuff from here to 
:Baltimore. 
I have a copy, also from Mr. Pendleton, of an article from The Republican Journal, 
:Belfast, Me., October 29, 1874: 
Capt. William McGilvery is this winter to try the. experiment of building a 
ship at :Bucksville, s. C. A portion of the men have already gone forward. The 
worlanen will number about sixty in all, and will come from different places on 
the Penobscot. The work will be under the charge of Master E. Dunbar, of this 
town. A fine three masted schooler was built under his charge at :Bucksville last 
winter. The ship to be built the coming winter will be of 1400 tons, for Capt. 
J. C. Nichols. 
This three masted schooner was the Hattie :Buck. You will find descriptions of 
the building of this ship in two volumes of the IRQ: II,2:3 and II,3:23. At the same 
time the Henrietta was built at :Bucksville, S. c., a ship of the same proportions was 
built in the north at the cost of $115,000.00. The Henrietta was built for $90,000.00. 
Since 90°/o of the business of W. L. :Buck and Co. was with the shipbuilders of the 
north, that naturally was the ned of shipbuilding at :Bucksville. 
In 1870 Henry :Buck had died, and William L. continued the operation of the Middle 
Mill at :Bucksville, with his father's associate :B. L. :Beaty, and Henry Lee the mill at 
:Bucksport. During those days all schools were private. Miss Mary E. :Broolanan from 
:Bucksport, , Me., had come down to teach the :Buck children, evidently in the late 1840's. 
Stanley :Barnhill in The :Beatys of Kingston, p. 76,. states that she married the son of 
Thomas Akin :Beaty, Thomas Wilson of Conwayboro in 1851. Mrs. Flossie Morris gives an 
excellent account in IRQ II,4 from conversations with her father, Mr. Moses Sarvis, 
recalling from about 1841. He said that the schools kept only for a few weeks and 
the children went from one to another. Some he listed were: the first on Rothma.hler 
:Branch Hi11 with a Mr. Lee teacher, later his brother Richard Sarvis taught on the 
Ridge in a house east of the Walker Singleton place; next, his sister Fannie Sarvis 
on the avenue that leads to Upper Mill. Mr. Sa.r\ris related that his father boarded 
him and his brother Lewis with Mr. Sam Oliver at Gravelly Gully, so that they could 
go to Mr. :B. J. Harrelson who was teaching at Socastee :Bridge. ''We, not caring to 
stay away from home, got up before day, walked to :Bucksville, paddled down the river 
to Peachtree and walked on to school. The entire trip was about 6 1/2 or 7 miles." 
Mr. Jordan taught at Mineral Springs in the church. Somewhere on Lucas :Bay road Mr. 
Zack Jordan taught. Rev. Samuel Dusenbury kept school at what was later known as 
:Beaty•s :Bay. Mr. Ferrie, a Frenchman, taught at Port Harrelson. These covered a 
period of about 15 or 16 years. Mrs. Morris goes on to say that after the Civil War 
Miss Mary Saye of Chester County came to :Bucksville to teach a private school. Later 
Mrs. Morris' mother, Miss Lily Moore, came from Chester to teach the children of Capt. 
and Mrs. Cephas Gilbert who lived in Lucas :Bay. The children of the community, who 
wished to, attended school along with the Gilbert children. At :Bucksville they had 
different teachers: Miss Sarah Delano, a relative of the Roosevelt family from New 
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York, Miss Whitman and others. Sometime after 1880 Miss Lizzie Thompson taught at 
Beaty's Bay. The Thompson and Sarvis children went to her." (IRQ II,4:19) Frances 
Moore Hendrix has the report card of her uncle Fred Averill, dated January 1878, when 
he was 9 or 10 years old. The school was called "Select Family School", :Bucksville, 
s . C. (Boys only) and the card was signed by Miss Anetta Whitman. 
In the early 1880 1 s, again according to Mrs. Morris, a private school was built 
across the road from Hebron Church, a "very comfortable building with a porch on the 
front, a belfry and bell. The Higgins, Averill, Buck, Sarvis, Thompson, Gurganus, 
Beaty and Leonard children ~nt there. In 1884 Rev. L. c. Loyal was stationed at He-
bron Church. His daughter, Julia, taught the private school at Hebron Church. His 
son, Jim Loyal, taught a public school at :Bucksville. This was the year Grover Cleve-
land was elected President. When the children heard the cannon fire at :Bucksville, 
Miss Julia explained to them that it .was in celebration of a 'notable event 1 --a Demo-
crat had been elected President. A Mr. Tunstall from England also taught at the school 
across from Hebron Church, and is buried in Hebron churchyard. After 1895 Strawfield 
was built on the :Bucksville-Pawley Swamp raod. There were many more teachers, too 
numerous to list." 
In 1880 W. ~Buck died and I have been unable to locate any records of the :Bucks-
ville mill operatio?la;-fter that. There is an excellent description of the town in the 
IRQ, II,2, which had originally appeared in the Horry Herald Feb. 21, 1952, entitled 
":Bucksville Busy Town in 1883. 11 From it we learn that there we e 700 inhabitants in 
this place, 10 miles from Conway. I might add it was larger than Conway. ":Bucksville 
has three churches, several private schools, two hotels and several sawmills." These 
are some of the professions listed: cabinet maker, physician, wagon maker, banker, 
lawyer, dentist, and others. Also listed are the names of prominent planters and farm-
ers, numbering over 40. I have a copy of The World, a Charleston newspaper printed 
July 9, 1891, in which an article by D. A. G. Outzs described :Bucksville as a "remark-
ably healthful village. Both air and water are pure as the purest, and only a few 
miles distant is Cowford Springs, a mineral water which has become famous because of 
its wonderful medicinal properties." The article goes on to describe a veritable 
Utopia and it would appear to be an effort to attract newcomers. 
After his half-brother's death and sensing the decline of the lumber business, 
Henry L. Buck, living at :Bucksport and running the mill there, made an effort to encour-
age farming. A little cotton was planted for a money crop and in some sections there 
was some truck grown and sold. Henry L. Buck represented Horry County in the General 
Assembly in the 18801 s, as ha.d his brother W. L. before him, and he became friendly 
with Capt. Frank Rogers of Florence, also in the Assembly, who talked to him about the 
growing of leaf tobacco. Capt Buck was convinced that the soil of Horry could produce 
the fine type of tobacco Capt. Rogers spoke of, so he began experimenting with both 
the planting, curing and marketing of this crop. Following his advice the people of 
lower Horry began planting tobacco and were able to support themselves when the lumber 
business began to slow down. As is well known this industry grew to large proportions. 
According to the late Senator Frank Thompson, from whose article this information came, 
published in the News & Courier, Feb. 23, 1941, "It is said that with the exception 
of one county in North-Carolina Horry grows more bright leaf tobacco than any other 
county in the United States." According to the Charlotte Observer, Sunday, March 19 , 
1979, this is still true. 
During the depression in 1892-94 the Henry L. Buck holdings at the Lower Mill, 
:Bucksport, were sold to Messrs. Laidlaw & Wilson. Henry Lee returned to the Upper Mill 
Plantation which had been left to him by his father. He died in 1902. 
Mr. Rob Laidlaw in a letter to his niece, Mrs. Clark Hughes, writes that his 
father and Mr. Wilson bought the mill site, business and property, including the farm 
land and the Buck house at :Bucksport. Mr. Laidlaw operated the sawmill there during 
about 1895-96. Mr. Wilson sold his interest to someone in :Baltimore a year or two la-
ter but Mr. Laidlaw kept his interest and continued to operate the mill under the name 
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Waccamaw Lumber Co. He managed the mill, a general store, and was postmaster for a 
number of years. In the Birdseye Gazette, a yearly genealogical publication of the 
Laidlaw and related families, furnished me by Mrs. Marguerite Laidlaw Chestnut of Myr-
tle Beach, her brother, the same Rob Laidlaw, wrote further: 
Father continued in the lumber business at Bucksport. One schooner that 
was loaded with lumber was lost in a storm off the coast of North Carolina, near 
Cape Hatteras. On another occasion his partner shipped lumber to a Baltimore 
dealer on an open account and they never paid for the shipment. Not long after 
this his partner sold out his share to a group of Baltimore businessmen, one of 
whom was Mr. Don Richardson. This group helped convert the lumber mill into a 
bypress shingle mill. 
Mr. Richardson's associate was Mr. E. P. Malone. Mr. Laidlaw described Bucksport 
of the late 1890's and early 1900 1 s as "a sleepy little village on the Waccamaw River, 
whose dark waters moved slowly towards the Atlantic Ocean." The fact that there were 
neither a church nor a school there was one reason his father decided to move, selling 
his business. He said that during the year 1899-1900 his father and some neighbors 
employed a teacher and provided a one-room building for use in teaching, but this lasted 
only one session as the other children moved away. During this same time an evangelist 
came to the village and held services for a week or so. As a result, a Sunday School 
was organized and met each Sunday afternoon in a tobacco barn which had been abandoned. 
In 1898 when a group of Bucksville and Bucksport people got together to construct a 
house of worship for Presbyterians, Mr. Laidlaw was a member of the building committee 
of three. Mr. Laidlaw and his wife were among the charter members of this church, 
according to an account in IRQ, II,4:12. 
When Mr. Richardson and Mr. Malone began operation of the new shingle mill at 
Bucksport many changes were made. Mr. Richardson was the first man to abandon raft-
ing of logs down the river. The built the first railway into the hitherto inaccessi-
ble swamp area. This greatly enlarged production but was viewed with distrust by his 
associates. My father and Uncle Frank Burroughs returned to Conway after an overnight 
visit there saying, ''We don't know what this man Richardson has got, but he's sure 
fixing to lose it all wirth railroad logging!" Of course, they were proven wrong. 
And Uncle Sip, an old iriliabitant of the area, upon viewing the railroad engine which 
had been shipped from Conway by barge, scratched his head and said, "I don't see how 
it'll run without one wheel in the water." 
These anecdotes were among many told me by my aunt, the late Mrs. D. V. Richard-
son, who was a daughter of Henry L. Buck. She and Mr. Richardson were married in Bos-
ton in 1901 and when she returned to her birthplace, to the very same house in which 
she had been born, which she later named Road's End, the black people there, many of 
them the descendents of her grandfather's slaves, thought she'd been sent from the Lord 
to look after them as the "old Missis" had. Their relationship remained a beautiful a 
one. In the early 1900 1 s Bucksport was growing and Bucksville, where all operations 
had shut down some time in the 1890's, was drying ·up. Mrs. Flossie Morris tells of 
climbing up into the attic of the empty Masonic Lodge when she was a little girl, some-
where around 1904. 
Mr. Richardson attempted to get the old mill into operation, but found it more 
sensible to buld a temporary mill nearer his home, planning to replace it later. On 
December 16, 1904, this mill burned to the ground, a bi~ter blow. Uncle Don with his 
usual wit dismissed it with the remark, "It was in the wrong place anyhow; I say, it 
was in the wrong place." 
In her recollections of Bucksport from about 1911 on Mrs. Bertha Paul Staley says 
that among the men Mr. Richardson brought with him from North Carolina to work with 
him were Mr. Ben Pinner who farmed, helped with the store and did the butchering, Mr. 
Joe Hannah, saw filer, and Mr. Lorenza Davis, who managed the farm.:i..ng operations. The 
coumrunity consisted of less than 25 families. The shingle mill, a large general store 
and post office, a railroad locomotive shed, a schoolhouse, and the dwellings of these 
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families comprised the settlement. There were two Methodist churches about five or 
six miles away, Hebron at ::Sucksville and Mineral Springs at Cowford Swamp. Farther 
up the road was the Waccamaw Presbyterian Church. Dr. J. K. Stalvey was the medical 
doctor. Mr. J.M. Marlowe was the manager of the general store and Mr. ::s. F. Single-
ton was assistant manager, later becoming manager when Mr. Marlowe moved to Conway. 
Mr. Jim Marsh was bookkeeper, Mr. F. C. Davis was machinist, and Mr. z. V. Davis was 
captain of the tug boat. Mr. H. O. Paul, a resident of Horry County, was the mechani-
cal engineer who kept the mill in operation and Mr. :Brooks Thompson, also a native 
Horryite, worked as carpenter. Life was by no means boring. There were square dances, 
oyster roasts and ice cream suppers, the ice for the churns having brought from Conway 
or Georgetown in 300 pound blocks wrapped in sawdust filled burlap bags. 
A railroad was built from the mill along the swamp line for five or six miles 
and the logs were piled onto the cars in the swamp and hauled to the mill. When all 
the timber had been cut on the west side of the Waccamaw·, later on a railroad was built 
in the swamp on the east side and the logs were hauled to the river and then floated 
to the mill. The shingles were shipped all over the world by sail boats. 
For those interested in nostalgia there is a very excellent account of the many 
beautiful yachts and their 9fnlers who began tying up at ::Bucksport after the Inland 
Waterway was opened. It was written by Miss Florence Epps, first editor of the IRQ. 
cIII,2:3S-36J This was a very interesting period in the life of Mr. and Mrs. Richard-
son. 
After the Civil War Henry :Buck gave his freed slaves land on which to build their 
homes, and thus a large community of black families grew up in this area now called 
::Bucksport, though it was between the Middle and Lower Mills. In an interview made by 
Mrs. Etrulia P. Dozier in 1975 with Mrs. Mary Sannie Gause, a resident of ::Bucksport, 
Mrs. Gause said, "I knew Don Richardson and his wife, Mrs. Jessie Richardson, who was 
a Buck before her marriage. There used to be a shingle mill at ::Bucksport. Men graded 
the shingles, bunched them into bunches, and they were shipped to their destination 
on the boat Louisa. My husband Wheeler worked at the mill. Mr. Don owned a big gro-
cery store not far from h~1 shingle mill. We would trade on Friday or Saturday, and 
a dray would be sent around to carry our groceries. We would buy a barrel of flour, 
rice, ham, butts meat and brown auger. The Richardson Training School, an elementary 
school, was in this community." 
In another interview made by telephone with Mr. William Ivory :Buck, who lived at 
903 Highway 378, Conway, until his death a few weeks ago Cl979J, Mrs. Dozier reported 
that his parents were Ivory Henry and Flora Ford :Buck. His father was born in the 
Upper Mill or ::Bucksville Section of Horry County and his mother was born in ::Bucksport, 
S. C." William :Suck stated that people traveled by mu.le and wagon, horse and buggy, 
and ox-drawn carts. They traveled to Georgetown by boat. It cost So¢ to travel in 
the lower deck of a boat and 75¢ to travel in the upper deck. The names of the boats 
were F. G. ::Burroughs, Mitchelle C., Comanche and Ruth. These boats made stops at Todd-
ville, ::Bucksport, Wachesaw, now called Wacca Wache, Longwood, Hagley and Waverly. 
In 1918 the Richardson Shingle Mill at ::Bucksport burned down. Men had been drafted 
into the army and other roofing had come on the market, so that ::Bucksport became a 
veritable ghost town. It was great news when it was learned that Mr. Richardson had 
gone into partnership with Mr. ::S. F. Huntley of Winston Salem, N. C., and in 1923 or 
1924 they began the operation of the Huntley-Richardson Saw Mill. This mill sawed 
hardwood timber into lumber and shipped to furniture factories in North Carolina. Many 
of the mill workers who had gone to Alco;u to work when the shingle mill burned returned, 
among them Mr. H. O. Paul and Mr. :Brooks Thompson. Others who came to work at this 
new sawmill were Mr. Missroon and Mr. Holbert, bookkeepers; Capt. :Sill Rich, logging 
superintendent; Mr. Ownes who ran the crane at the mill; and others. This operation 
turned ::Bucksport back into a thriving, bustling community. With the depression, in 
1929 or 1930, the mill closed again. It reopened once more in about 1933 and was run 
by D. V. Richardson, Jr., then was sold to the Simmons Mattress and :Bedding Co. Mr. 
D. V. Richardson, Sr., died in 1941. 
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During the second World War Bucksport became very active again as a U. S. Coast 
Guard Station. Afterwards hundreds of small craft, assembled from private owners dur-
ing the conflict, were gatrered for sale to individuals again. More and more private 
boats were anchored at the Marina. 
In 1942 Earl Lewis rented the fa:rm and operated it during the period D. V. Rich-
ardson, Jr., was serving in the Coast Guard overseas. From 1948 to 1960 Mr. Richard-
son, Jr., and Mr. Lewis raised Black Angus cattle. In 1956 Mr. Richardson had tre 
Fa:rm Bell Restaurant built on the waterside and leased it for operation. At that 
time the restaurant featured steaks. In 1960 Mr. Richardson sold all of his interests 
in Bucksport and it has changed hands several times since. 
As part of the South Carolina Tricentennial celebration, and in connection with 
the Charles Towne celebration, the S. C. Commission had caused to be constructed a 
replica of a 17th century trading ketch to be displayed at the Charles Towne Landing. 
This ketch, name~ The Adventure and accompanied by Mr. Hunt Howell, a representative 
of the builder, Richardson's Boat Shop, Cambridge, Md., made its first stop in South 
Carolina at Bucksport on March 28, 1970. Mr. D. W. Green, Horry County Tricentennial 
chairman, spoke: 
It seems to be rather fitting for the welcome to The Adventure to be made 
here at Bucksport. In the year 1635, 35 years before the first landing at Charles 
Towne, William Buck sailed from London aboard the Increase and settled in Cam-
bridge, Mass. One hundred twenty-seven years later on July 12, 1762, his great 
grandson, the first Jonathah Buck, landed from his slooP. S!Klly to fou.nd ·· the TOW?J. 
of Bucksport, Maine. Sixty-eight years later, in 1830, his grandson, Henry Buck, 
founded these communities of Bucksville and Bucksport--the scene of great com-
mercial activity with sailing vessels coming up the Waccamaw River on the in-
coming tides to trade in lumber and naval stores. Stones were used for ballast. 
These ballast stones would be thrown overboard and today they can be seen on the 
bank here. It is my pleasure to present Master Jonathan Buck, the great-great-
great-grandson of Henry Buck, the founder of Bucksport, S. c., who will present 
the ballast stone to Mr. Howell. 
At present Mrs. Allard Strickland owns the fa:rm at Bucksport which is being run 
by Mr. Aubry Winburn, who is married to a granddaughter of Mr. H. O. Paul, the fo:rmer 
Elaine Staley. According to James Frazier who for several years has been trying to 
convince his people to go back to the land and try to be selfsupporting, there are 
about five black families engaged in farming in their section now. . , 
In Bucksville only the tall square mill chimney and one of the &ld houses, the 
residence of Mr. J. E. Beaty, remain standing today. 'r}l.ey are the property of Mrs. 
Billy Foxworth of Conway and Mrs. Wayne Hucks of Myrtle Beach. 
Upper Mill Plantation is still the property of the Buck family. Henry Lee, when 
he died in 1902, left it to his son Henry Lee, Jr., better known as Hal L. Buck, my 
father, who made his home in Conway and was the third mayor of the town. He was elected 
to the s. c. Senate in 1912 and served two terms. He served two years as Highway Com-
missioner for the 12th District, 1936-38, and was ·instrumental in securing the bridge 
across the Waccamaw River at the foot of Main Street. At his death in 1944 Upper Mill 
went to his son, Henry Lee III, who continued farming it, as had his father. He was 
a lieutenant in the a:rmy during World War II and upon his return served Horry County 
in the House of Representatives from 1951 to 1955, being chai:rma.n of the Labor, Com-
merce and Industry Board and a member of the Ways and Means Committee. At his death 
in 1965 Upper Mill was being fa:rmed by Albert Hughes, who is still there. - It is now 
the property of Mrs. Henry Lee Buck III. Her son, Captain Henry Lee Buck IV, a jet 
pilot for Southern Airlines,>hopes someday to retire there. He is the father of young 
Jonathan, who is now studying to be a pilot. This Captain Buck says that when he was 
a little boy fishing on the Waccamaw with his father, he used to look up at the air-
planes and wish he could fly one some day. Today he flies over the Waccamaw, looks 
down and wishes he were back on that river in a little boat, fishing. I hope he does 
just that, and another Captain Henry Buck will take up residence there. 
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lIOMEWOOD COLONY 
by Catherine H. Lewis 
The Howard and Wilson Publishing Company of Chica-
go produced a journal called Farm, Field and Fireside 
from 1877 to 1925 (including various title changes and 
periodicity). Aimed at a rural audience, it carried 
national news, agricultural news, articles about crop 
and livestock management, aids for the fa.rm wife, and 
advertisements. It claimed a paid subscriber list of 
~o,ooo. · 
The publishers took fi:rm editorial stands on a 
variety of questions of national policy. 1rhey went 
beyond editorializing into activism in support of their 
position that the agricultural population of the coun-
try should be redistributed from the heavily agricul-
tural areas of the midwest southward into "sunnier 
latitudes." In an article published in the April 11, 
1896, issue (see right, "Why People Seek the South," 
p. 549) this position is succinctly stated. 
As early as 1885 this magazine had organized and 
sponsored a colony of transplanted northerners and 
westerners at Roseland, Tangipahoa Parish, La. The 
success of this initial venture encouraged the pub-
lishers to found in turn Rio del Llano, 1893, Fair Oaks 
and Olive Park in California, Sunny South at Chad-
bourn, N. c., 1895, and Green Cove Springs, Florida, 
1896. 
They were so impressed by the potential of the 
Sunny South Colony that in 1898 they sent out a party 
to look for additional land for colonization nearby. 
The search is described at length in the Feb. 12, 1898 
isue, pp. 204-205. Though not named, the writer and 
leader of the search seems to have been the junior 
partner of the fi:rm, James W. Wilson. They arrived 
first at Mt. Olive, N. C., where they spent a day view-
ing land, "but as the price runs from $25 to $100 per 
acre it is not to our purpose. What we want is primi-
tive land-away from a town, but on a railroad, where 
we can make our own town and where settlement and neigh-
borhood improvements will bring the usual rise in value 
to the advantage of those who locate thereon." 
The party moved on to Chadbourn which it ma.de home 
base for the remainder of the search. 
Monday we are off on another land hunt. We 
take along dog and gun, and board the train to see 
see a body of land about forty miles distant, 
over in Ben Tillman's domain. What we want with 
dog and gun on a land hunt will perhaps be a 
mystery to the uninitiated. It is sometimes 
necessary, however, to go on a still hunt, even 
when seeking land. 
The heavy lmmtgratlon Into the 10uth· 
ern atatee 11 In obedience to natural liwa, 
whose Immediate force and ln1luenee are 
all the more potent by reason of condl· 
tlons created by cl;lance population move-
ments heretpfore. That Is to aay, the tide 
ot emigration from the older settled parts 
ot the world, bas, for many yeal'll past, 
ftowed nlong lines of latitude-or approx-
imately 80 In following Isothermal llnes-
1lnd bas been mainly directed to the grain 
regions of the North nnd South temperate 
zones. The hardships of life In North Ku-
rope, Increasing with the Increasing den-
sity of population, hae been the Impelling 
cause or the outgoing, and the desire to 
settle In countries whose climate and 
products should not be diBBlmllnr to those 
with which the emigrants were famllln.r, 
controlled the cout'lle and ftxed the deetl-
natlon of the movement. Hence, whether 
In North or South America, In Ocl'anlca 
or Africa, population· development bus, 
on the whole, made the greatest stride In 
the small grain region•. 
In the United State•, the tendency re· 
ferred to bns been nccentuated by the 
counie or the Paclftc nnd other nllroods 
In systematlcn.lly advertising and "boom-
ing" the country In which they held enor-
mous lnnd grants. 'l'he Dakotna nlTonl a 
striking lllustrntlon In point, showing bow 
population 1•nn be lurl'd Into n. new ter-
ritory by sheer dint or ndvertl!1l11g. 
But the cnuscs which su11portC'd, nn1l 
the extrnor11lna17 conditions which con-
tributed to, this flow of people nlong llneR 
of latltu!le have, In large degree. lost 
their l'fficlcnt·y. 1'he Indications nil point 
more or l<'RS clcnrly to the beginning or 
movelnents hnvlng, unc•on8clously, as 
their object, n more equable anil eclentlftc 
dlatrlbutlon of populntlon,ovcr the earth's 
surface. '!'hie le ccrt:11nly the conclusion 
to be dmwn 80 far 111:1 the Uultr.d Stntcs, 
as n. field or observation, ·may determine 
It. The newer grain sections now present 
nbnml:mt evltlence of undue and dh•pro-
portlonaM ngrlcnltural develo11ment, as 
compared wltb sunnier lntltmtue. Com-
petition with the products or Australll\, 
Argentine nnd Russia, In neutral markets, 
luts brought the farmer face to fnce with 
pnrtlnl or <'Ollltllete bankruptcy. His bur-
dens woulll he grent enough under n. 
warmer sky; In bis tm•sent boml.', with 
the cost or mere existence whnt It Is, It I• 
not. nn exnggeratlon to sny that they nre 
little IC'SS than back and heart br<>n.klng. 
·Hl'nvy clothes, rood, feed and ftres for six 
or eight months of the year nre n hC'avy 
tax on the earnings of a abort st•neon ot 
field work. 
Jn- such clrl'umatances. It le only nn.tur-
al that bis attention should be dlrceted to 
the southem stntcs ns a better field. for 
his energies. 
In the South ho ftnda, (1) that sum and 
soil combine to prot1U('9 an almost eudln• 
variety of food and other products, both 
to early nnt1 Into senson. and that In but 
one of these (cotton) baa overproduction 
seriously threatened; (2) thnt thP cost of 
mere exlstlmce Is compnrn.tlvely light; (:I) 
thnt buslnC'S!I, society, the public f!chool 
e:vstem. and ntl the other euentlnl fnctors 
()r clvlllzntlon have been long eetnblb•hl'd; 
(4) that be Is ncnrcr to the Sf!n nml most 
of the leading markets nt home and 
abroad· nnd (5) thnt It la a SC'ctlon of tl!o 
country undergoing rapid liMnst.rinl nd-
van<'<'ment nnd where land nrHl property 
values are steadily nppreclntlng. 
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A good night's sleep in a good bed, a good breakfast, and an early start 
the next day for a day's drive over many available acres. The single taxers 
tell us that there is no unoccupied land left in this country for the poor man. 
It seems to be the most abundant commodity abait here, and it is also of ex-
cellent quality and possesses many advantages. Flowing wells can be had a:ny-
where at little cost. The pressure will carry the water to the second story. 
The water is pure and soft, with a ·temperature between 60 and 70 degrees. In 
my little eight-room villa at Austin, a suburb of Chicago, it cost me $27 last 
year fer my water privileges. Three time·s that amount in this country would 
give me an independent water system of my own. A large navigable strea.:in, where 
the steamboats ply regularly, skirts the land. This stream empties into one of 
the best harbors on the coast, where the large steamboats from New York stop 
regularly; also where foreign vessels come for the products of the country. It 
also extends to Old Ocean, with twenty-five miles of beautiful, unbroken beach, 
as attractive as can be found. 
Along this beach, extending from a half to a mile in width, is a body of 
high hammock land, sandy but rich in fertility, of the same nature as the high 
hammock lands so much sought after in Florida. This land is covered with a 
growth of large hardwood trees of various kinds, mixed with pine. Back of this 
stretches a body of fertile lands in pine forests or stretches of savannas, the 
latter covere<f with a heavy growth of grass. The savanna land is as black as 
your hat and of unmeasured fertility. 
What grand peaches and other fruit orchards this hammock land would pro-
duce, while the pine and savanna land would be unsurpassed for agricultural 
purposes, strawberries, and the like. This is a grand opportunity. There is 
land enough for all the colonies we can locate for many years to come. Its 
location is so favorable, its soil such excellent quality, and its market faci-
lities so excellent, that it can be made the trucking and fruit section of the 
south. It would rival the section about Charleston, where some of the truck 
fa:rms rent for $50 per year per acre. Should this section be developed by a 
thrifty and industrious class of people, such as we invariably locate in our 
colonies, many of the truckers of Norfolk, Va., where good truck fa:rms are worth 
$250 per acre, would be compelled to move to this section or sacrifice the 
greater part of their present profits. 
Outside of California I can conceive of no place so attractive or profit-
able as a home on the high lands overlooking the broad Atlantic, surrounded by 
the great oaks and other trees native to this hammock, with a fruit orchard on 
the hammock, and truck and fa:rm lands beyond. If rightly handled, indeed, this 
can be made a great winter resort for northern people and summer resort for 
southern people, the coast always being much cooler in summer than the interior, 
and wa:rmer in winter. What oyster fries, clam bakes, fishing expeditions, and 
strawberry sociables we could have! 
The old road running back of these hammock lands, parallel with the beach, 
which I understand is some twenty-five miles long, must be, in the summer time, 
one of the grandest avenues imaginable. With its thick carpet of oak leaves it 
is very pretty now. There is much to be done, however, before this body of land 
can be made available. The railroad must do its part. We have submitted our 
proposition to the railway people and they have it now under consideration. 
We spent the night with a southern fa:rmer on the beach. Tired, we slept 
well, although four in a room. Thi~ man has many cows, but not a drop of milk 
or ounce of butter was available. We breakfast on grits, hog fat, hot biscuit, 
corn bread and molasses, and are off early in the morning. 
Another large body of available land lies on both sides of the railway. 
The land is of good quality, f'ully equal to that at Chadbourn. Stations can 
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be put in eve.ry mile or two. Flowing wells can be had at lit tle expense . A 
port on the river is within easy dr iving distance, so as to give water compe-
t i tion f or heavy freight. All truck, however, must go by rail as boats are 
too slow. For this reason a quick rail outlet to the great northern cities 
is indispensable. We think very favorably of this location, and if the land 
can be secured at the right price, the Anderson plan, if we choose to adopt it, 
will fit it exactly. 
The party also visited a site in Mar ion County, a plantation of 10,000 acres 
owned by GovernorW. H. El lerbe, which they also judged suitable for their purposes. 
Negotiations for the land were left in the hands of Joseph A. Brown, a former 
North Carolina state senator, who had managed the Sunny South Colony for Howard & 
Wilson. On March 1, 1898, he wrote that terms had been agreed upon and that a corps 
of surveyors would be put to work to make a plat ( FFF, March 12, 1898, p. 325) • The 
date of an excursion for prospective settrers to travel by rail to see the land was 
set for April 19, 1898, scarcely six weeks later • 
••• This will be in the midst of the strawberry season and a delightful time 
to visit the South. We propose running a special train with sleeping cars, 
and a special low rate for the round trip~ How many will go? Make up groups 
among your friends. Those who cannot go can arrange to have land selected. 
Maps and price list will be ready as soon as the survey can be completed. 
On March 1, 1898, Brown entered into an o.ption agreement with Donald T. McNeill, 
agent for Addie Burroughs, widow of Franklin G. Burroughs, and later for Burroughs & 
Collins. The indenture gave Brown the right to authorize sales of the lands covered 
for a period of three years from March 1, 1898. Th~s indenture is referred to in all 
deeds by the date it was signed, April 8, 1898, and is recorded in Horry County deed 
book JJ, p. 267. · 
In the issue of March 26, 1898, p. 397, the publishers describe the plan of 
colonization used in their previous enterprises and contemplated for the new venture: 
There are many new readers who are not familiar with that plan, or why we 
are engaged in locating colonies. To these we will say that in common with 
other publishers of farm papers, our advice is frequently asked by those who 
are seeking to better their condition, or who want to buy a farm, as to the 
desirability of different localities, especially ~n the south. These frequent 
letters led to the suggestion of the "colony idea," and, !inally, to putting 
into practice the plan which has proved so eminently successful. 
Finding so many who were desirous of locating in the south, either for 
reasons of health or to avail themselves of the greater material advantages 
which certain sections of that portion of our great commonwealth affords, it 
occurred to us that if all among our readers who desired to move south could 
be induced to go together to some undeveloped locality possessing the requi-
site advantage, but where land values were low, form a settlement, and then, 
by.settlement and neighborhood improvement, make their holdings valuable, it 
would be much better for all, than for each to go by himself. In the latter 
case he would, in all probability, be compelled to pay fancy prices to some 
land syndicate, corporation or real estate speculator, or go to some neighbor-
hood where values are already high on account of settlement. 
On our plan the settlers themselves would get the full benefit of the rise 
in values, sure to follow settlement. This plan not only proved popular, but 
entirely successful in operation. 
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In Farm, Field and Fireside, April 2, 1898, p. 428, the name of the new colony, 
Homewood, was announced. In the same issue the publisher says tha-=t one of the tracts 
of land under consideration for this colony had been sold to a Philadelphia land syn-
dicate, which named its venture "Chicora farms." There is no indication as to whether 
t hi s was the other, coastal tract in Horry County or the plantation in Marion County. 
The same issue of FFF contains the financial arrangements and the organization 
k of the Homewood Farm Association (p. 429): 
It does not take much money to get started at Homewood, providing the settler 
is industrious and has mucilage enough in his make-up to stick to it until he can 
get a start. It takes more steam to start an engine than to run it when it is 
going. Besides, while this Chicora land syndicate demands all spot cash, we can 
sell the Homewood tract on terms of one-third cash, balance in one and two years, 
in equal annual installments, with interest at seven per cent on deferred pay-
ments. Or if the purchaser prefers, it can be paid on monthly installments. 
From the present outlook, this colony will be our most successful, and will break 
all records. It is our ambition, at least to have it do so. 
ON THE PROFIT SHARING PLAN 
An association is being organized, called the Homewood Farm Association, to 
buy 5,000 acres in the Homewood tract, to be worked on the co-operative or prof-
it-sharing plan. Each member of this association will be a land owner in the 
trac t . The land will be sub-divided and sold to individual purchasers in such 
quantities as they want to buy, each purchaser to execute a lease to the associ-
ation for the term of five years, the consideration of the lease being that the 
land shall be cleared and put in cultivation by the association. Each purchaser 
of land under this plan buys a $100 share of stock in the association for each 
ten acres of land, the price being $5 an acre, or 50~ a share. Twenty acres of 
$5 land, with two shares of stock, that is, $200 worth at par value, would cost 
$200. The additional amount thus paid in for stock would constitute the working 
capital. 
It is expected in this way, by cultivating the land on a large scale by 
t he most improved methods, each department in direct charge of an able, experi-
enced man, that much larger profit can be realized than by individual effort. 
It is putting into practice in farming the principle which has proved profitable 
in all other lines of business. 
While it is expected the company will make large dividends on the stock, at 
the same time, should it not do so, the holder could not possibly lose anything. 
He has his land in any event, which, when cleared and put in cultivation, at the 
end of the five years' lease would surely be worth $50 an acre, or about five 
times what both land and stock cost him. 
This plan will be of great advantage to those who are not yet ready to go 
to this settlement, but who want to secure a piece of the land while the prices 
are low, and get it cleared, ready for occupancy, when they are ready to take 
possession of it. When this plan was submitted to Senator Brown, the local rep-
resentative of the colony, he immediately wrote back his hearty approval, and s 
said: "I will invest $1,000 in it, my brother $1,000, Mr. Westbrook $1,000, and 
I can raise $10,000 to $20,000 among friends in Wilmington, if desired." We 
ourselves have confidence enough in it to invest a thousand or two in the enter-
prise. 
Full details of this plan will be found in the colony circular. We especi-
ally commend it to that class who desire to save something each month out of 
their salaries, with a view to securing a piece of land and a home to retire to 
in the future. Arrangements can be made for payment on the i nstallment plan. 
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No copies of the literature referred to have been found, but this ad appeared in 
the July 9, 1898, issue of FFF. 
In the April 16, 1898, is-
sue names of prospective col- f1 0 M E VI 0 0 onists begin to appear. ''.Thus [) far we have received commissions . . . to select lands for them from the residents of fifteen states 
~~ .t~~)~istrict of Columbia." The Garden Spot of the South. 
It will be a matter 
of interest to note from 
what a wide range of ter-
ritory the future settlers 
of Homewood will come. 
Even the distant Pacific 
states will be represented. 
From the nearby states 
they are coming in swa:rms--
too numerous to mention. 
Over 2,000 acres has al-
ready been spoken for on 
the profit-sharing plan. 
So that its success is as-
sured beyond doubt. We are 
also commissioned to se-
lect a large number of 
pieces on the individual 
plan •••• 
Our city friends are 
subscribing liberally to 
the profit-sharing plan. 
It is the best plan offered 
wage or salary earners who 
have savings to invest, 
with a view to securing a 
piece of land and a home to 
selves from the drudgery of 
lit THE OLD Cf.IROLINf.l.S. 
II<>althful, Oelight.ful, All-the-Year Climate. Fert.ilt> ~oil 
and Abundant Rainfall equally distributed throughout the 
year. Pun>, Soft Water from flowing wells. Rail and \Vu tt•r 
Transportation. Rapid Transit to all the great Seaboard 
<~it.it's where the largest and best Mark~ts are found. 
CHEAP LANDS ON EASY TERMS 
\~'ith unsurpassed OJlportnnitieR for gR.ining a JivE>liliood 
and a compeh~nce. Lamf cleared and put into cultivation for 
non-resident~ on the 
PROFIT-SHARING PLAN. 
WRITE fOR TERMS HD ROUTE. SEMO FOR llPS AID DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS 
PARM, FIELD AND FIRESIDE. 
retire to in the future, thus to emancipate them-
shop or office. 
THE EXCURSION 
The train will leave Chicago at 8:30 p.m. over the Big Four Route, from the 
Illinois Central depot, Lake Front and 12th St. 
Connections can be made at Kankakee at 10:25, Sheld0n 11:22, Lafayette, Ind., 
at 12:58 a.m., at Indianapolis at 3:30 a. m., Greensboro 4:55, and arrive at Cin-
Qinnati :at 7:10 a. m.; leave 12:00 m. From Cincinnati the route will be over the 
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad to Richmond, which point is reached on the morning of 
the 21st. From thence at 9:05 a. m. over the Atlantic Coast Lines to destination, 
about thirty-five miles south of Chadbourn, N. C •••• 
THE COST OF TICKETS 
The price Sor the round trip, $25 from Chicago, one way $21.35. Proportion-
ate rates from other points on the Big Four and Chesapeake & Ohio, and from Rich-
mond $6.30. To this must be added the cost of getting to these several points; 
also cost of meals. The latter item can be materially reduced by packing a ham-
per to take with you •••• 
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SLEEPING CARS 
The train will be partly composed of sleeping cars, with all the usual con-
veniences, including a colored porter for each car. These will be occupied 
throughout the trip by those who choose to take them, so that there need be no 
expense for hotel bills, while the trip will be taken with the greatest comfort, 
and even luxury. Price, $5 extra for the round trip. This will be largely saved 
in hotel bills. 
In the April 30, 1898, issue (p. 561) there is an en route report: 
Notes from the Wayfarers 
A letter from the excursion party which left Chicago on the 19th for Home 
wood, the new settlement in South Carolina, dated Wilmington, reads as follows: 
"We have just arrived at Wilmington and are quartered at the hotel for the 
night. Everything has moved on thus far without a hitch. This has been a per-
fect day in every respect, and the party are all in the best of spirits and 
greatly pleased and interested in the many fine strawberry fields we passed to-
day. 
"Senator Brown met us at Mt. Olive, also Mr. Westbrook. It was our inten-
tion to stay over here and visit Mr. Westbrook's and other fine strawberry and 
truck farms, but they were unable to accommodate so large a party. The hotels 
at Mt. Olive were f'ull of commission men, so Mr. Brown thought best to go for-
ward to Wilmington and stop here for the night. We will run out special early 
to-morrow morning. 
"To-morrow will be . spent at Chadbourn and we will~· down to Conway in the 
evening, where arrangements have been made for accommodating the party. The 
next day and the day after and such further length of time as is needed will be 
spent at Homewood inspecting the land secured for the colony. 
"News has just been received that war has been declared between the United 
States and Spain and consequently excitement runs high. Our party has been the 
object of much curiosity. Many people seemed to think we were a lot of volunteers 
on our way south to fight the Spaniards in Cuba. Some of our party have seen the 
smoke of battle and one at least saw the inside of several Confederate prisons, 
including Andersonville. 
"Very Truly yours, 
''W. F. Wells." 
We hope next issue to give the f'ull particulars of the trip. Thus far 
3,087 acres of the Homewood tract have been spoken for by parties who could not 
go down on the excursion, 2,272 of which is on the profit-sharing plan. We ex-
pect the party that went down will buy 1,500 to 2,000 acres more. 
Forty-acre pieces are the favorite, although many tens and twentys have been 
taken and some larger pieces. 
A letter from the same correspondent appeared in the May 14, 1989, issue. It 
names the members of the first excursion and describes their arrival in Conway. 
John L. Dolphin became the first colonist to purchase land. He bought 39.6 acres 
for -$237.67 and is said to have set to work to buiJ.d a house the same day, April 25 , 
1898. L. L. Seiler became the manager of the colony. In FFF, May 21, 1898, p. 648, 
he gave his opinion of the colony's prospects in most glowing terms. J. w. Wilson, 
another correspondent, wrote in the same issue (p. 648): 
The Conway people were very well pleased with the members of the party and 
speak of them in the highest terms. As the Independent Republic of that place 
says, "the surprise was mutual." We are sure our party equally appreciated the 
class of people they f ound at Conway. The town has about a thousand population. 
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It has just recently "got a move on" itself and has incorporated. It has several 
large stores, all doing a good trade, a prosperous bank owned entirely by local 
capital, steamboat line also owned by local capital, and some smaller side indus-
tries. It is built on a sand-hill. This condition of the soil in the town pro-
per is no criterion of that which surrounds it. Even this sandy soil is fertile 
to a certain extent. Very fine gardens may be seen in the heart of the town. It 
is a great place for roses and flowers. We see no reason in the world why with 
proper handling this locality should not rival California in its flora. The same 
roses and other flowers seem to grow here in equal profusion. 
Other excursions were held in May, June, July, August and September and new col-
onists were added. They appear to have been cordially welcomed in Conway. The August 
13, 1898, issue of FFF reprinted an article from the Horry Herald: 
Mr. John Dolphin, the original settler in Homewood, is a worthy pioneer. 
He has cleared nearly ten acres of his land, fenced and plowed about four acres, 
cut about a mile of ditch, dug a well and built a house. He is happy and hopeful 
--the house is too large for one. 
· Mr. Pettenger has ordered the building of a barn ·30 x 20 feet, two story, 
and the planting of one-half acre of strawberries. Mr. D. W. Starkey, our new 
townsman, has this work in charge. 
The Homewood Fann Cpmpany has commenced work on its land. Within the last two 
weeks it has dug out nearly one thousand stumps, plowed eight and one-half acres 
for strawberries and sunk an artesian well. 
Mr. C. H. Dean, of Kentucky, and Mr. T. C. Fox, of Ohio, have each ordered 
the planting of strawberries on the land they purchased while here in April. 
Mr. Art Geiger, of Milwaukee, Wis., was here last week to inspect the land 
selected for him by the Homewood management. He was much pleased with the selec-
tion and expressed a decision to plant a large portion of lot No. 40 in straw-
berries. It is doubtful if there is better land in Horry county than lot No. 40. 
Mr. J. F. Isenhour, of Indiana, and Mr. W. W. Dowling, of Michigan, left 
for their homes on Monday of this week. Mr. Isenhour and partner bought eighty 
acres of fine savanna land and Mr. Dowling one hundred and five acres. They 
each ordered the planting of two acres of strawberries at once. Mr. Isenhour 
also gave Mr. D. W. Starkey orders to build a neat modern house into which he 
will move early in the fall. 
Mr. E. Watrous writes from Idaho that he will arrive in Conway about August 
1st with his family for a permanent residence. 
Messrs. Kallahan & Williamson, the new saw mill men, will next 
the erection of a dry house 30 x 115 on the ground. They will also 
planer in operation in a few days, so that very soon Conway will be 
orders for first-class season dressed lumber. 
week commence 
have their 
able to fill 
It is a pleasing fact to consider that our western and northwestern visit-
ors who have been here this year have been favorably impressed with Horry1 s soil, 
climate and people, and with some few exceptions, all have bought land and will 
come among us to live. Some few who purchased have remained and are driving 
ahead with a vim, while many others who invested and returned home will be here 
in the fall to take up their permanent residence. This betokens good for the 
county and our people will cordially welcome the new comers to their midst. We 
have no doubt but that the new ideas they bring and the energy they possess will 
be helpful and profitable to our people. The county paper stands ready to assist 
in every good work tending towards local development and expects that the county 
people will stand by us in the effort. 
The Homewood Fann Association has removed 1078 stumps 
This will indicate the cost of clearing land at Homewood. 
at a net cost of $S3.90. 
(pp. 1036-1037) 
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Writing in the Dec. 24, 1898, issue, O. McG. Howard ("The Carolinas in Midwinter," 
pp. 1654-55, 1667) gives a list of members of the Homewood Fann Association and follows 
it with a progress report: 
. -· E>!ghty arres of the 11aaoclatlon lnnd has 
Among the stockholders Rlrendy hN'n clt>art'd aud drained and a pulling 1tump1 fn the fields. But nothlnir 
or this corporation nrt>: 11ock of ~hPPP Is to bt> bought In the near In th~lr attitude 1eem1 to Indicate that 
E . A~hhy . . ... . .. .... . .. . . .. . .. Colorado. future. an artesi1rn W<'H ls already dug and ~Y rollfllder therueelvflM "a problem." Iu 
Mah,·: S. Askue .. . . · · · · · · · · ······.Ohio. a good ncrenge will soon be started In some ot the town•, and e1pecl11l11 where 
J . ll . R:uhnry .. . . .. . ····· ·Pennsylvania. amall !ruits. The wells In thl.8 country are tbey ltnve been under tbP lunueuce or de· 
Th•)Wlls m. B(•au .... .. . · · · · · · · · · ·Illinois. rPm11rknhlP. A two-lnch pipe can be sunk signing white mon., the rttct• question bas 
E . ~ - R rnstow .... . . .. . · · · · Massncbusetts . .anywhere and a strong flow of the fl.nest heen troubh~aowe, but thP. n v<•rage ne1ro la 
John Hredt>kawp .. . .... Washington. D. C. water in the world will rise to the second u havpy, llgbt-heiuted, ensy-golng fellow, 
J. ll . nrt!tz ...... . · . · · · · · · · · · · :-lehruka. story of n dwelling house, so that every nn(t nt OQnwny and Chndhoum1 there are Elmt-r Rurdge . . ... . · . · · · · · · ·····Kansas. settler <'lln hn>e running wnter In bis house not enough of tbl'm to he trnubleBOme I! 
1It>le11 R Carswell .. . . · · · · · ···Wisconsin. at Vl'Q' smfl:l t>xpense. Some- tarms hnve they w11.11te1l to. On the contrary, they are 
Chas. W. Curry . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · . llllnole. alr<"a<ly ht't-n oonght on the Individual plan of vnluable 11ss1stance, undl'r prover dlrec-
1,. c. Draper .... .. ...... .. ... ·Nebraska. and other;; 0u rhe association plan. Many tlon In de,'eloiilng the country. 
Jolin Fl,.mtni:: ..... . . .. ..... South Dakot11-. homt>s ha,·f' he.•u 11t11rted and the air of ac· A communltr or north .. ru rnrmers Ilk<' 
John Haldor~ou ... ... . ... ... - ... llllnols. tivit.> aml hus11<' already spuken of is a.s tho~e nt. Chndi10urn nn<I Uonwny 18 fl'l"e 
B . • \. Harlan ... . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · :\Iontana. notlcPnhlt- at Conway as elsewhere. Tile from the slightest ln<'onventencc on sec-
Tho.;. H. Leary . .. .. . . .. . . :\I11es11:.chusetts. nort!Jrrn men are n11turally the subject ot tlonnl grounds. 'l'hey nre Wt>l<'omed by the 
F. G. L!Yesay . . .... · · · · · · · · · · ""\\: lscousln. lntt>rf> f<tPd •·<11'.1mPnt on the part or their hospitable IX!Ople ot the south 11nd In evpry 
R. c. LivNmr . . . ... • . . .. . .. •. Wisconsin. DM\- fonn.l nt>1i:;hbors and we hear told In way made to fl'el thnt thelt· presence nu<l 
John 11ml .Jacob M!Hus ....... . . 'Ylsconsln. awt.'-Strur k tout>s how oue man came in ou eo-operntlon 18 what the natives want . 
John .~ .. aud Frt>~ Nlrhol8 . . . . . . '.'lew York .. the train _one a!tp1·noon and began work Since the Spanish wa1• evPrythlug like HPC-
Mrs. Sar1th H. I erklns . .... . .. Wisconsin. the followm1r morning on his house. This tlonal feeling hne been completely wiped 
Frnnk Prortor . .. . . ... .. .. ... . · .. 1.111nols. klnol of e111.•rg-~-. re11t"ated many times, has out In the wave of beu.rty patriotism tl.Jat 
E. A. ~hav.• r ... . . .. .. . .. ... . ... . Kansas. alrearly hn1l Its l'fTect and the country hns swept over the country. Boys tn blue 
<1. W. Vnn Tre••se .. . .. . .. . ... . · . . lUlnols. ab011t ('on way is dottl'li with neat new from Rhode Isla.nil and 'J~i·nnPRsee are In 
1''. w. ""'utlt . .. .... . ... .. . ... Wisconsin. houso.>s and Wt'll-fl'nred pleet's ot land. In rnmp too-ether just outside of Columbia s. s. \\"hipph~ .. .. . .. .. . . . ... .. . .. Michigan. many rnscs alr<'ndy well under cultivation c .. and ~ire on· the frlendflt'st terms ~Ith 
J . \V. \\~it~~lw . .. . .. . . ... .... . ..... Iowa. though th~ s••ltli>rs have been on the grouoo each other and the townspeopl<'. nnd no 
Anna \\. Z1wmerman . . . . .. ...... Illlnola. le~s than a ~-p n r. Here and there we see sign of the old bltternes11 remn.lns In th<> 
C. H. Deane .. . .. . ... ... ... . .. Kentucky. the little cows :rnd ~t~rs hitched to two- heart or North or South. 
J. W . Wilson . .... .... . . . .. .. .... llltnols. whePh•rl rarts. Hut far worl' numerous Chadbourn, N. c., Dec. l!!, 1.898. 
0 . !!.frG. Howard .. .. .. . . .. ..... . Illinois. nowaclay!'< Rr•• th,, i:;ood sturdy tt>nms ot 
J .. .\.. Brown . ..... ....... . .Sort la CarollnL well-hn'd h1 ° r~e ~ . The smiling darki('S are 
s~n tnn11i111-: •·c•tton on the whar>es and 
A year after the first excursion arrived in Conway W. F. Wells brought in another 
group of prospective settlers. They and the colonists who had already settled in cele-
brated by taking another boat trip down the Waccamaw River. Wells asked one of the 
visitors, Miss Helen S. Carswell, to write an account of the event and it was published 
in FFF, May 13, 1899, pp. 593, 603-604: 
Through the kindness of Capt. c. S. Causey, of Conway, S. C., the colonists 
of Homewood were given a complimentary ride on the Waccamaw river on April 22. 
The day was perfect. A "right pretty day," as our Southern friends said; one of 
" June's loveliest days" as we say at the North. 
To one coming from a region where there is no climate, but only "weather," 
it was a joy just to breathe the delicious air of the pines and the ocean mingled. 
The company, to the number of 150-- four-fifths of whom came from the settlement, 
the remainder being t~ leading people of Conway and vicinity--were all in ex-
cellent spirits and most cordial in their welcome to us excursionists who had re-
cently arrived from Wisconsin, Illinois and New York. 
Oh, for the pen of the poet and the brush of the artist to paint to you~ 
readers the beauty of the scene along this river. The trees grow close to the 
water's edge , and the mingling of the shades of the live oaks with the trailing 
gray moss, which hangs from almost every branch, the glossy leaves of the magno-
lia, the beautiful holly, still loaded with bright red berries, the bay, the gum, 
the tender green of the maple, elm and white birch; the purple blossoms of the 
wisteria, the yellow flowers of the jessamine and the whit e of the dogwood afford-
ed a picture varied enough to fill the beholder with delight. To one who has had 
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to solace herself with Whittier's comforting thought--
"He who wanders widest 
Lifts no more of beauty's jealous veil 
Than he who from his doorway sees 
The miracle of flowers and trees." 
Page 26 
the fact that she was actually, for the moment, a part of this bewildering scene 
of beauty was difficult to realize. The river is so narrow and the bends so many 
that the boat is kept swinging in and out among the islands and curves contin-
ually, the bow almost touching one bank, while the stern escaped the opposite 
bank. It took four hours to cover the distance of thirty-five miles. While the 
slow and careful handling of the boat required might be the despair of the navi-
gator or the "hustler" from Chicago, it opened up a vista of delight at every 
turn to those who were merely on "pleasure bent." 
At intervals throughout the day and evening we were pleasantly entertained 
by the singing of familiar songs, led by Mr~ Shortridge and his young daughter, 
who played the cornet. Arrived at Laurel Hill, an ideal spot for a picnic over-
looking the river and covered with large spreading live oak and magnolia trees, 
the ladies spread the table on the grass and served the dainty viands they had 
prepared in such bounteous supply for the hungry company, and to which they did 
full justice. Not even ice cream was omitted, but was frozen before our eyes and 
a generous quantity served to each member of the party. Then followed speeches 
from several of the colonists, asserting their belief in the wonderful possibili-
ties of this favored land. Its healthfulness, its desirability as a home, and 
the sure returns that could be depended upon if the cultivation of the soil was 
carried on upon scientific principles. They all spoke with evident sincerity 
of the contentment and satisfaction which they felt in regard to making new 
homes among the hospitable people of the South. Representative men of Conway 
also spoke of their pleasure in having this colony of intelligent, cultivated 
people located in their midst, and of the benefit the town had already begun to 
feel from the stimulus of Northern energy among them. After three rousing cheers 
for our generous host of the day, Capt. Causey, we returned to the "Burroughs," 
when a photograph of the boat with its happy groups of men, women and children 
scattered about the decks, was taken, a welcome souvenir of the day to take back 
to our far-away homes. 
The return trip was equally as enjoyable as the one of the morning. It 
was amusing to see the new comers comparing the numbers of their lots in order 
to learn who were to be their future neighbors. Laurel Hill possesses addition-
al interest from the fact that it had been a large rice plantation before the 
Civil War. It was purchased at one time for $80,000. Only the substantial house 
house of the former overseer and the huge chimney of the rice mill were left 
standing by the lawlessness of our men, who took a peculiar pleasure in demolish-
ing the elegant home of the owner, an office~ in the Confederate army, who aided 
his cause largely with his means, a sad comment on the effects of war upon the 
minds and hearts of men, when it will urge them to such acts of violence and 
destruction, changing the family conditions for all time by their wanton deeds. 
As evening approached the shadows deepened into new beauty, until at last the 
witchery of moonlight lay over the scene, completing the chann, and filling 
every heart with gratifitude to the Giver of all good things that He had given 
us so much loveliness richly to enjoy. So ended our ride on the beautiful Wacca-
maw river; but the remembrance of the day that was done will live while memory 
lasts, and will ever be a refreshment to us toilers of the cities, as we tread 
the dull round of duty from day to day. •••* 
*This article, reprinted in The Horry Herald, provided the first clue that led to 
the ~' Field and Fireside material. 
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Horry County Deed Book QQ, p. 35, records a deed in favor of Homewood Farmers 
Institute for 58/100 acres for $1.00 "to be used for educational, religious and social 
purposes only." It is dated Feb. 7, 1903 and no ether, infonna.tion about this organi-
zation has been found. 
Most colonists bought fairly small acreages at $50 to $12 an acre. A scan of 
Deed Books HH, II, and JJ reveal no sale larger than that to Schuyler S. Beorn of Eta 
Co., Mich. He bought the tract on which stood the home of Dr. James E. Grant from 
whom the area had its earlier name, Grantsville •. He paid $1,247.10 for 106.55 acres. 
Most lots contained 40 acres, more or less, and could be purchased by the quarter lot 
if necessary. 
The colonists ma.de a great impact on the farming methods of Horry County. This 
is described by Zack McGhee in an article entitled "Building Up Waste Places in the 
South" in The Southern Workman, Oct. 1905, pp. 565-570. McGhee, who had taught school 
in Conway and left to become a professional journalist, had returned on a visit. 
There is no city there and the people have no intention of building one. Neither 
is there ~en a cotton mill or other manufacturing concern there or anywhere in 
that vicinity. People have lived there for nearly two hundred years, and tilled 
the soil, and that is what they are doing now. The difference is that for the 
first time they are leaming how to farm, how to bring from land formerly con-
sidered waste, crops which sell at a big profit. And along with this, and in 
consequence of this, they are learning how to live comfortably in the country, 
how to build themselves homes, how with others near them to build up a community 
life and enjoy those intellectual and social pleasures which they were wont to 
consider possible only in the town. Some "new blood" has been introduced into 
this community, people, as noted above, who came down from the northwest to· en-
gage in truck growing, or an..v other kind of growing the land was capable of; but 
the na.tivee, too, have been stimulated, and· thus assisted, have gone to work to 
better themselves and build up their community. 
Cotton and corn are what the farmers had been raising before these strangers 
came among them, not quite enough corn to make their own bread and feed their 
stock, and not quite enough cotton to pay their debts. Louis , for exam-
ple, a man about 43 years old, with a wife and three or four childran, owns about 
sixty acres of land, about fifteen acres of which up to six years ago he had 
planted in cotton and abuut an acre of potatoes for the support of his family. 
He lived then in a one-room cabin. He had one mule and a cart, which with a few 
worn out and antiquated farming tools constituted his outfit. When he sold his 
cotton at the end of the year it came just near enough to paying his debts to en-
able him to get credit on a lien on his crop for the next year. He and his family 
would, therefore, not exactly starve; so he was happy. Now he lives in a handsome 
seven-room house. Doubtless it is even called a residence. It is nicely furnished. 
H~drives a stylish looking two horse carriage to church, and he has a cultivated 
young lady living in his house to teach his children music on his new piano. He 
has a store, too, where he sells farm supplies. All his goods are paid for and 
he has two tenement houses which he rents. Here is one of the many examples of 
prosperity in this community, due to the diversification of crops--in a small way, 
of course, but it is the small way that the great majority of people in the South 
G8.Il live and grow. 
The life of the colonists is briefly described by Lucile B. Godfrey in her Bur-
roug!ls Family (p. 13), and news of them appears in the newspapers of the period.--Sev-
eral articles have appeared previously in IRQ, including those by John P. Cartrette 
(III:3:22-24 and III:4:40-42, this last giving a list of purchasers by lot numbers). 
The ambition of the colonists to grow fresh produce for the northern markets was 
stymied by the difficulties of transportation. In spite of the rail line there never 
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seemed to be the necessary cars when needed, or dishonest northern dealers robbed them 
of their profits. The Charlotte Observer of May 11, 1978, recounts graphically the 
episode of 1905 [or 1907J when seven and a half million quarts of strawberries grown 
by the Sunny S~th colenists had to be dumped into the White Marsh near Chadbourn. 
("In '05, White Marsh Ran Red With Strawberries," Sect. E, pp. 1,3) 
The Homewood Fann Association was dissolved in the fall of 1900 (Horry Herald, 
Sept. 20 and 27, 1900). The newspaper account gives no reason and no other record has 
been found to shed light on why the corporate effort was abandoned. In Nov. 1902 
several parcels of Homewood Colony lands were sold under execution at the courthouse. 
The deed books also show instances where colonists sold out and left the area, but 
many stayed on. 
In recent years several ladies who were children of the colonists met at the 
home of Mrs . J. B. Wachtman in Conway to reminisce about their childhoods. A tape 
of that conversation is in the Horry County Memorial Library oral history collection. 
-*-
The Horry Herald for June 26, 1902 says, "A new colony to be known as 'Oakwood' 
will be established about two miles up the river from Conway, on lands belonging to 
E. Watrous and others. It may be considered a branch of Homewood Colony already estab-
lished." No other reference to this venture has been found• 
-*-
Without guaranteeing completeness we are listi~ the names of persons who bought 
Homewood Colony lands, giving their point of origin lif shown in the deeds), the num-
ber of acres purchased and the price paid. They are found, for the most part, in Deed 
Books HH, II and JJ in the Horry County Clerk of Court's office. 
John J. Dolphin 
Helen M. Fox 
Sa.m'l s. Grainger 
Jesse R. Penny 
Edwin S. Cul tra 




E. M. Pettinger 
John Halderson 
Chauncy D. Roof 
E. Ashby 
Thoe. E. Bean 
John & Jacob Milius 
Elmer Burdge 
R. J. Fuller & J. W. 
Houghton 
E. A. Fuller 
Fred Nicholls 
Mabel s. Askew 
William Clark 
Thomas H. Leary 
w. A. Glass 
Elmer Davis 
John Brideka.mp 
Mrs. Sarah J. Mercer 
Samuel Thorndike 
Sheridan Co., Nebraska 
Erie Co. , Ohio 
Palo Alto, Iowa 
Trempeleau, Wis. 
Eta Co., Mich. 
Van Buren, Mich 
Wood Co., Wis. 
Rochelle, Ill. 







Rochester, N. Y. 
Ashtabula Co., Ohio 
Port Byron, Rock Island County, Ill. 
Chicopee Falls, Mass. 
Altoona, Pa. 
Cedar Springs, Kent County, Mich. 
Washington, D. C. 
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John P. & I. Della Williams 
John V. Causer 






Kings Co., Ill. 
Grays Lake, Lake Co., Ill. 
Caudrey Lake Co., Ill. Robert P. & Henry R. 
Edward D. Caudrey 
Theodore C. & Helen M. 
Helen S. Carswell 
John Flemming 
Gray's Lake, Lake Co., Ill. 
Fox Erie Co., Ohio 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
E. W. Oswalt 
Jessie L. Clough 
Flora Eliza Pettibone 
S. c. Draper 
Mrs. Anna West Zimmerman 
Ollie B. Wood 
Willis W. Dowling 
Jno. B. Dowling 
G. W. Van Treese 
Thos. E. Bean 
Edward C. Dunn 
Alfred Dunn 
Mrs. E. A. Donahue 
Charles M. Lyon 
Ward, s. D. 
Mason City, Custis Co., Nebr. 
Bohelt, Platt Co., Nebr. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Gulien, Berrien Co., Mich. 
Galien, Berrien Co., Mich. 
Newton, Ill. 
Gallena, Ill. 
Wasco, Sherman Co., Ore. 
Wasco, Ore. 
Davenport, Iowa 
Mrs. Alice King Cook Co., Ill. 
Eli Ashley & Herbert Eastoup Florrisant, Col. 
Jesse R. & Phebe A. Penny Fremont, Newaygo Co., Mich. 
E. A. Shorer Fort Seotte, Bourbon Co., Kansas 
George Nelson Keen Co., Ill. 
Fred J. Johnson Teegarden, Ind. 
Jacob A. Biehl Sandusky, Ohio 
E. S. Brastow Attleboro Falls, Mass. 
Eva Weimer Custis Co., Nebr. 
Addison W.isby 
Sarah Hinkley Perkins 




J. Lewis Lee Hiawatha, Mich. 
Elmer M. Lyon, Geo. J. Hetz-
ler, James K. Pollock & 








































CNote: J. A. Brown released his option on the land on March 10, 1899 and 420 acres 
were reconveyed to Burroughs and Collins. This paper was probated June 28, 1899. 
Brown continued to be active in .land and timber transactions in Horry County.J 
MEATLESS AND WHEATLESS DAYS 
by Garland Murrell 
At the end of World War I all of Europe f-a.eed a great food shortage. The U. S. 
government put on a great campaign at home to conserve food so that the staving millions 
of wartorn Europe could be fed. 
Mrs. W. A. Freeman, a very civic minded person, was in charge at the local level to 
promote conservation of food. On certain days of . the week all citizens were urged not 
to serve meat and on other days not to serve wheat products. They were called meatless 
days and wheatless days. On the night Mrs. Freeman held a meeting at the Salem School 
on Hwy 90 she was accompanied by Miss Florence Epps who sang as part of the evening enter-
tainment. 
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HOO.VOOD COLONY REMEMBERED 
On January 15, 1967, a group of women who remembered the Homewood Colony gathered 
at the home of Mrs. J. B. Wachtman, 608 Main Street, Conway. Catherine H. Lewis re-
corded the conversation. The participants are Bessie Rollinson Stalvey, Lucile ::Bur-
roughs Godfrey, Celeste Moore Smith and Mary Brittie Long. Excerpts from the tape are 
transcribed here. 
BRS: Well, there were quite a number of people from the West and the North came, 
although down here it was all West, and they never spoke of the North; it was the West. 
Some came from Wisconsin and some from Indiana and Illinois, and of course we came from 
Iowa. 
CHL: What did your father intend to do when he came? 
BRS: ......- Well, they were in the trucking business and he raised strawberries. 
Nearly all of them did truck farming because there was nothing else to do. 
CHL: Where did you live when you came here? 
BRS: Well, we lived about three miles out. My father had bought a farm, sight 
unseen, and when we got down here, this farm was about three miles from the public road. 
There was no way to get to it, and so he bought another tract of land that was closer 
to town, and it was where he built •••• Where we were was Potato Bed Ferry Road. 
CHL: Now what year was this that you built there. 
BRS: That was in 1899, in the fall of 1899. 
CHL: How old were you when your family came to Homewood? 
BRS: If I tell you how old I was then (laughter), you could guess how old I am 
now, but anyway, I was just fourteen when we came South. 
BRS: Well now, I don't know how my father ever heard about it, but our next door 
neighbor, his name was Withum, and they went together to pay his expenses and sent him 
down here to look the place over, and he came back with ever glowing accounts, and so, 
of course, he influenced my father right then to come. So, we came in the fall and he 
and his family came when we did, but they didn't stay but a few weeks before they went 
back, and that left us holding it. :But my father liked it because he liked the climate. 
He was from England and he said it was very much like the climate in England. I don't 
know whether they have these long stretches of cloudy weather in England or not, but I -
don't remember it being like this many times. 
CHL: Were you born in England? 
BRS: No ••• my father was not married when he came over. He was a Methodist llll.nis-
ter and he settled first in Canada. I donvt know exactly where, and then he came after 
the War down into the States. He came down to the northern part of Iowa and then later 
he moved to Des Moines. When he first went to Des Moines, he bought this p!J:'Qperty. It 
was a small place then and property was reasonable, and one strip of land that he had 
had a coal mine on it, so that he ran that coal mine for a while, but not long because 
it petered out because there wasn't much coal out there. And then he went into the real 
estate business. 
CHL: Did your family come by train? 
BRS: We came on the train and it took us three days. What I remember, we got to 
Florence in time for breakfast, and they served hominy and none of us knew what it was. 
CHL: Where did you spend your first night here? 
BRS: Well they had this colony--! guess you would call it a colony--but they called 
it the Association, and they had a little house on the Association farm and that is where 
we stayed until my father bought another farm and built the house. 
CHL: Did all of the families belong to the Association? 
BRS: Well yes, as they came down. There was nothing the Association did. I mean, 
there was no public work or building or anything that the Association did. Of course, 
when they began to have crops, why then the Association would check over and would see 
about the markets and all that, but otherwise, it was just a name. 
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CHL: What was social life like in those days? What did you do for amusement? 
BRS: We didn't have any social life. Oh, the only social life we had was when 
we went to your (LBG) house on Sunday afternoon to sing. It wasn't long after your 
father had passed away, and Mrs. Burroughs was very kind. Of course, they had a piano 
and Sunday afternoon the young and the old would go down there and would have singing 
and would sing all afternoon. That is about the only social life we had. Oh yes, we 
had dinners among ourselves, you know. 
CHL: Miss Brittie was going to tell us about the Fourth of July at the Association's 
house. 
MBL: They called it the Hall. It was just a big building that way, I don't know 
how many it would seat, but it had enough ample space then. They had church services, 
religious services on Sundays, and they used it for anything they needed to use it for, 
different sorts of entertainments. Every Fourth of July everybody looked forward to 
going. I donwt remember too much about their programs CbutJ I remember about going out 
there on the Fourth and we always went for a number of years. They had the dinner on 
the ground and then the afternoon was filled with meeting everybody else and drinking 
lemonade and eating ice cream. Homemade ice cream. 
CHL: How long did the colony last? If I wanted to put a date at the end when you 
say that this was over, what date would you choose when most of the people had either 
gone or had changed what they were doing? 
BRS: Well, letws see. I was married in 1908 and they had all gone by that time. 
CHL: So, as an Association, is it fair to say that it was just about ten years 
that it was active, from just before the turn of the century until about 1908? Would 
this be about right? ••• After that time, as I get the picture, most of these families 
became a part of the larger community, and that the so-called colony was something that 
held close ties for them, but it was no longer an operating thing. 
BRS: Well, little I thought (laughter) when we came south that we were making 
history. 
CHL: It is so interesting because it reverses the usual migration from east to 
the west, and you all turned around and came from the west to the east. 
CHL: Mrs. Stalvey, that reminds me of something I wanted to ask you about: What 
kind of houses these people built when they first came here • 
. BRS: Well, similar to the ones they had in the West, just frame houses. There 
were no brick houses. Some were two stor~es and some were just 
CHL: But no log cabins? 
BRS: No log cabins ••• I think we had outgrown the log cabins Bessie's boy 
Pat always asks, "Tell us when you came to Conway in a covered wagon." I get so mad 
(laughs). 
CHL: Did you bring your furniture? 
BBS: Oh yes. This same man that had come south to look the situation over brought 
a car · down and we brought two horses, two horses. and our furniture. We rented a big 
freight car, you know? A box car. 
BRS: And even the food was so different ••• but it is mighty good food down here. 
But everything was different, and even the language ••• was different. And of course, 
we were just as odd to them as they were to us ••• They called us foreigners. But when 
you think about it now, that was in w99, and that was just thirty years after the War 
Between the States. And you know, when you think about that, it was still fresh in the 
minds of the people down here, and it was asking a good deal to accept these folks from 
the west •••• But we were certainly pioneers when we came down here, but we realized 
what Southern hospitality was. Most people are just so friendly and nice to you. One 
reason my mother was never satisfied was she was worse with her hearing than I am with 
mine now, and of course, it was hard for her to make new friends, but we did make friends. 
But my father loved it from the day he put his foot here. 
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AN ERRAND TO THE SOUTH IN THE SUMMER OF 1862 
CFourth Installment] 
By the Rev. William Wyndham Malet 
Page 3? 
The next day, as I was quietly reading in the house, several shots were fired 
from some Federal gunboats over the end of the island to the mainland. Some of the 
shells passed not far from the house where Mr. Rose, the overseer lived: his wife 
being very much alarmed, I thought I would try the e:Xperiment of a flag of t:ruce, and 
hoisted my white hand.kerchief on a fishing-rod. The firing immediately ceased, and a 
boat put off from one of the gunboats. Mr. Rosa and myself went down to meet it. A 
sailor waded through the surf, and said the captain wished to see me, and I said I 
wished to see the captain; so I rode pickaback on the Yankee sailor to the boat, and 
in a short time was alongside the smallest of the gunboats, on board of which I in-
troduced myself to Captain Baxter, the officer in command of the United States block-
ading squadron off George-Town. They were miserable-looking specimens of their navy, 
one being a huge troop-ship of four guns; the other a small river tug, which had been 
taken from the Confederates, having one brass rifled gun. I explained to Captain 
Baxter my reason for hoisting the white flag; told him that I was a British subject, 
and wished to know what he was firing at. He replied, that his orders were not to 
molest private individuals or property, but only to destroy all the gunpowder and salt 
works along the coasts, and that he had come there to destroy some salt-works which 
he saw on the mainland. He asked me who they belonged to. I did not know the gen-
tleman's name, but told him I had heard they were private property. He replied that 
he had information that salt was being made there for the Confederate army. He said 
that he had 700 negroes who had come off to him from the shore; that he had put them 
on an island a few miles south, where he had a hard matter to feed them; and asked me 
if I knew where he could get provisions for them. I said I thought negroes were "pri-
vate property;" to which he replied that "they came to the ships, complaining of de-
sertion and bad treatment on the part of their masters--what could he do but receive 
them?--it would have been much better for the masters to have remained on their plan-
tations," &c. I observed, that the treatment which had been practised down the coast 
was not much encouragement for them to do that; if all commanders had acted up to 
Captain Baxter's professions doubtless it would have been different. He asked me also 
if I was an "Abolitionist;" to which I replied, "Certainly not, if abolition was to 
be had by force, or hastily; for I had heard enough of that in Jamaica and Hayti." 
In a short time Lieutenant Gregory came from the big ship, and joined in the conversa-
tion. I showed them my passport from Lord Lyons, and the passes from Messrs. Seward 
and Stanton; after reading which they asked me several questions about the person at 
whose house I was staying. When I told them, they asked me what "Catechist" meant. 
The two s~nior officers then began to consult about tendering the oath of allegiance 
to Mr. Rosa. I heard them say that if he refused. it they would take him prisoner. 
They asked me if he was a . Southerner; I said I supposed so, since he lived in South 
Carolina. They also asked if I thought he would take the oath of allegiance. I ob-
served that it would be very unfair to force him to it, placed as he was as Catechist 
among the negroes. They were quite ignorant of the course of the creeks, and thought 
Pawley's Island was part of the mainland. They asked me various questions about the 
Church of England, and said they found the services of our Prayer-book very useful, 
and always used it in funerals at sea. They expressed surprise that I, as a clergy-
man, should come out at such a time of war and tumults; and when I explained the ob-
ject of my errand to the South, they professed enti·re ignorance of the stoppage of 
the inland mails. After an hour's conversation in a broiling sun, I thought it time 
to take my departure, and on making a motion to leave, the captain politely ordered 
the boat alongside, and put me ashore from where I started. The shells were soon again 
" 
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bursting through the woods; and the two boats, containing about twenty-four men, pro-
ceeded up the creek which formed the island, and landed at the salt-works. We could 
distinctly hear across the estuary the sounds of destruction of boilers and barrels, 
&c. On their return, an officer and about twelve marines, all armed with cutlasses 
and rifles, debarked and marched up towards Mr. Rosa's house. Fearing Mrs. Rosa 
would be alarmed, I met them, and requested he would keep his men at a distance if 
he wanted to go up the sandhill to the house. So they remained on the beach, while 
he with a sergeant walked up to the house. This officer had asked me, when on board, 
if there was any f'urniture in the sea-side houses; and I was ready with a protest, on 
the strength of Captain Baxter's words. I stayed with the men: they said they were 
thirsty, and Mr. Rosa and myself gave them water. Having seen several British sailors 
in the blockaders off Charleston, I asked if any of them were British; and one of them 
said, "No, we are all Yankees." They were fine-looking men, and well-accoutred, in 
blue uniform. They kept on asking if there were no soldiers near--looking into the 
bushes. Some two months previous there had been a troop of cavalry quartered in these 
houses, which doubtless they had heard of. After a time, the captain's boat pulled 
into the creek, and the two boats immediately returned with him. It seemed as if he 
was not satisfied with the work of destruction, as more went on before him. 
Next morning at eight o'clock, when I went to Mr. Rosa's house to breakfast, I 
found the captain and his lieutenant, supported by several officers and men, parleying 
with him on the bridge which spanned a sand ditch leading to his house: they seemed 
very anxious to find out where Mr. Le Bruce and Mr. Ward were, who, they heard, were 
owners of the salt-works. The lieutenant said they would have the former, dead or 
alive, as he had supplied the army with provisions (Iheard afterwards he had been in 
the commissariat, but was now out of it). They evidently thought he was concealed 
somewhere near. A cart, with his portmanteau, pistols, and some money, had been taken 
by the sailors the night before: his house was next to Mr. Rosa's, bu~ strangely 
enough, they never went to search it. His negro groom, with horses, &c., had come a 
few days before the boats came, but he sent to stop his master coming, and return his 
horses and baggage--the latter being seized as related; for the negro who was driving 
the cart, hearing the cannonballs crashing through the woods where the road lay, un-
harnessed the mule and rode away as hard as he could, leaving the cart at the salt-
works. The groom, called Robert, complained to me that all his clothes were taken with 
his master's; so when I found Captain Baxter at the house, I said, "I thought you did 
not take private property, and now you men have taken a private gentleman's baggage, 
and also a negro's kit;--won't you give it up?" "Oh no," said he, "Ishall want it all 
to help to clothe the poor niggers I have in South Island." While we were talking, 
several of the men went round the house to the negroes, and tried to persuade them to 
go to the ship with them, to be free, but one and all ref'used. The sailors wanted to 
force them; but the sub-~fficer would not allow it--he had heard what Captain Baxter 
said to me. It was said that the sailors received some reward for each negro; it 
looked very like it--and it was not hard to guess how the 700 negroes had been col-
lected. Some of them had swum ashore, and stated that the rest wer~ starving, and 
that boat-loads had been taken over at night. On one occasion, a child had cried, and 
the officer being afraid that the noise w::>uld bring an attack from the shore, threw 
it overboard, as the mother could not silence it. As for Robert, he told them "he was 
just as free as they were; he had a good master, who gave him everything he wanted, 
and he would never leave him; they could not leave their captian, so they were not 
free." In short, Robert is a "right-smart" fellow. I was very glad that the captain 
said nothing about the oath of allegiance to Mr. Rosa. He told me if England inter-
fered, the United States would certainly declare war against her. I said, "How about 
'mediation' in a friendly way?" "Oh," he said, "there would be no harm in that." He 
accused England of supplying arms to the South • . I said, "England had free trade, and 
her merchants would take arms and other things to the market, wherever it _might be; 
and that in our war with the Hottentot s, we found they got muskets from Birmingham." 
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The lieutenant said the United States could beat England out and out; but when I 
asked him to explain, he said he meant they would soon have fifty iron-clads, and 
England and France only had thirty-seven! I observed, it was not always numbers that 
had the best of it. The lieutneant said, Christianity and war were opposed to each 
other. "True," I observed; "yet as long as this world lasts there will be wars; but 
those who fought were told to be content with their wages, and to do violence to no 
one;" whereupon Captain :Baxter gave me a nod. In about half an hour they departed for 
the salt-works, three boats-full up the creek, and Mr. Rosa and I to breakfast. :Be-
fore it was over, crack, crack! from the shore; and on running out, we saw puffs of 
smoke from the wood, and about two dozen Yankees running as hard as they could. :But 
suddenly they stopped, fired into the wood, and then jumped into the boats and pulled 
away down the creek back to the ships. Having no spy-glass, I could not distinguish; 
but I certainly saw some dark things lying on the shore. The firing from the ships 
now became more frequent (as if to dislodge the enemy from his ambush); and at about 
one o'clock, under it, the three boats, fully armed, returned to the salt-works. As 
far as we could see, it was to take something away; and they carried what we thought 
were dead and wounded men into the boats, unmolested by the enemy: a party of men 
lined the sides of the creek as they retired, firing into the wood at intervals, and 
practising at a poor old mule, which, after several shots, fell. Directly after they 
had reached the ships they weighed anchors, took the little steam-tug on board the 
large troop-ship, and steamed out to sea. Not going south to George-Town, I guessed 
they went out to consign their dead to the deep. In the evening a lieutenant and six 
of the cavalry came across to the island: they said their whole force was twelve men; 
that they had wounded several Yankees, and certainly ~illed three, and had got an offi-
cer's sword, which was left on the shore; that they had been out watching all night; 
they did not come out of the wood after firing, but went back about a mile to where 
their horses were tied, to get some food; that not one of them was touched, though the 
shells burst all round them; that while they were refreshing themselves the Yankees 
must have come and taken off the dead. They said the enemy did not destroy the boil-
ers; they were too strong for them, but they broke up the pump, and emptied about 
fourteen bushels of salt into the mud--an act for which the wild Arabs of the desert 
would have branded the perpetrators with barbarism. The salt was not for the army; 
and Mr. Rosa had assured the captain that it was for the sole use of the negroes in 
Mr. Le :Bruce's plantation--yet Captain ~axter had only acted under orders. Who were 
the barbarians? I felt grateful to him for listening to my remonstrances about the 
oath of allegiance being tendered to Mr. Rosa; and for firing wider of the hous~; 
after I had requested him. We shook hands at parting, and he said he should be glad 
to meet me again, in quieter times. He had been in England, and lrnew it well. Per-
haps that very hand had dropped the sword on the beach! 
In the evening all was still. I had had my bathe in the surf; and six cavaliers, 
with slouching hats and Cossack horses, under command of Lieutenant McDonald, rode up 
to Mr. Rosa. I was introduced. They were all men of education and fortune. I have 
already mentioned their report. Shaking hands with one is an introduction. Within 
twelve hours I had shaken hands with North and South! 0 that they would shake hands 
together, and end this horrid, unreasonable war! Mr •. Rosa felt convinced that if he 
could have had an hour's confab with Captain :Baxter he would have convinced him of 
the injustice and folly of the cause of Unionism versus Independence. 
While I was indulging the relaxation of the island fanned by the breezes of the 
Atlantic, and washed by its waves, I had the luxury of part of Captain 's ex-
cellent library; and for light reading, I met with one of Charles Reade's novels, "Love 
me Little, Love me Long." His works seem to be great favourites in America. 
On the 23rd of July I rode over the sands to the scene of destruction. :Broken 
barrels lay around; bits of boilers, pump, timbers cut in half, &c.; a hole just eight 
inches diameter through an overseer's house, so as to fit a ventilator over the door; 
D 
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two or three more through the roof; trees splintered in all directions. About 300 
yards further up the shore an old negro had kept on salt-burning fbr Mr. Duncan, a 
planter, at the overseer's house, all the time, but his boilers were concealed by 
t rees. I saw where a shot had torn up the ground about a foot from the chimney of 
the kitchen where he was sitting. He had two caldrons, each having a large conch in 
it to catch the dirt: he made three bushels a week: the water was brought to the 
boilers from the creek, instead ef having a pump. Here was no want of courage. An-
other servant, a mulatto, had stayed in the house aforenamed to see .:what the Yankees 
did, till the shot went through it, just over where he was, when he went into the 
rushes and hid himself all the time they were on land. 
A negro came over from North Island, having swum across to the main: he told us 
the Yankees gave them only a pint of rough rice each per day, and no means of polllid-
ing it--so they were obliged to rub it between shingles. All would have got away 
again to their masters if possible; but they are guarded by sentries all day, and it 
was a long way to swim at night. There were many women and children. He confirmed 
the story of the child being thrown overboard. Hundreds had been decoyed away from 
their homes, he said, by promises of freedom and rewards, but they found they were 
"gulled." 
We have potatoes here as fine as any I ever saw in England, and no disease among 
them; they are ash-leaved kidneys. Mr. Rosa is now planting fresh seed to take up in 
November. Before he came the people hereabouts thought the soil would not grow "Irish" 
potatoes, and depended on importation from the North! The fruit-trees and vegetables 
are of the first order. ~ 
0 0 
. 
July 24th.--The thermometer is steady at about 80 for day and 78 for night, when 
we sleep with windows open, and always a breeze from the sea. The latitude is 32 1/2° 
N., longitude 79° W., from Greenwish. Though our kindred in America have taken many of 
their ways from the French, yet they keep the old English measurement of the world, 
counting from Greenwich. 
Mr. Rosa is a clever overseer as well as catechist. He saw a field at Spartan-
burg, i.e., in the north part of the State, which only yielded five bushels of wheat 
per acre; he told the farmer to drain: he did so, and got forty bushels per acre. 
Anoth.er field was "worn out," and the custom is then to let it lie waste: the only 
tillage had been with what they call a "bull's tongue," a wooden plough. He said, 
"Soil it," _i.~., put a regular plough in with two mules. It was done, and a crop of 
thirty bushels per acre was produced the first year. The draining is done with fir 
poles, one placed on two, three feet under the surface. 
Met a gentleman to-day who had given $600 for a substitute for the draught. This 
same gentleman blamed the masters for leaving their plantations and negroes. Captain 
Baxter declared he did not wish to keep the negroes; if masters would take them back 
they might have them. Certainly the Northerners interfering with the negroes seems a 
great mistake. By "the Constitution" they are private property, and inviolable; but 
the whole moral atmosphere seems to have been tainted with false ideas about the ne-
groes. While the Northerners will not sit in the same carriage with a free coloured 
person, they will violate the law to break his bondage; and a State has done this by 
its own State law!--.!!_·.S: Massachusetts years ago made it penal to deliver up a fugi~ 
tive slave, the penalty being $6000 fine and eight years in prison! How can the Union 
go on with such anomalies? If this war was waged for the sake of the negro, he, poor 
fellow, has had no benefit, and never will have benefit from it. If he gives himself 
up to the Northerners he is half starved. The Northerners are burthened with keeping 
them, and the na sters are at a loss for their labour; so that three parties are injured 
and none benefited. 
On the 25th of July, st. James, we had Divine service in St. Mary's Church, and 
I baptized seven children, viz., one, the catechist's, and six of the negroes'. 
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July 26th.--In my upper chamber, looking over the Atlantic, the negro boy Frank, 
about sixteen years of age, who is appointed to wait on me and take care of my horse, 
reads the alterna:t~ <verses of the Psalms with me, and the 2nd Lesson, daily. 
From all I hear, I have no doubt that if the South were "let alone," as they say, 
_i.~., allowed to have self-government, not only would its vast resources be developed 
for the benefit of itself and the rest of mankind, but there would be schools for the 
negro children, marriages would be held binding, and children would not be sold away 
from parents. Gladly would employers of labour pay wages instead of hiring slaves. 
Many are the inconveniences to them from this kind of labour which are not found in 
the other. But the negro must first be led to understand the free position; and I 
believe the two above-named reforms are essential to such an understanding, viz., edu-
cation and domestic ties. Then, when they are in a condition to feel th~y have some-
thing more than mere existence to work for, they will appreciate free labour. 
On the 26th of July, sixth Sunday after Trinity, there was again a full congrega-
tion, and baptism of two white children, whose father had suffered from the Yankees 
taking his boat and nets, by which he earned his living. 
Pawley's Island is about three miles long and 300 yards wide: the estuary divid-
ing it from the mainland is covered with marsh grass, which is good fodder for cattle. 
This sand-hill island is covered with wild orange, dwarf cedar, ·and holly. There are 
no snakes, and it is a most healthy spot. 
After service I met some negroes who had come from another plantation. They 
said they did not want to go to the Yankees, and they wished they would let them alone: 
by the blockade they made food and clothing so scarce that their masters could hardly 
provide for them. Salt had risen to from seven to ten dollars per bushel on the coast, 
while before the war it was only half a dollar; molasses from twenty cents to four and 
five dollars a gallon. They said they were not slaves, but servants; that if a negro 
became free he must have a white man appointed by law to be his "guardian," because 
he did not know how to manage for himself. They pitiErl. "poor free negroes," as they 
had not the constant protection that "servants" hs.ve. I read to them the words of Gen-
esis xiv. 14, proving that Abra.ham had the same ki~d of servants; and they seemed quite 
pleased. 
I could not administer the Holy Communion at St. Mary's Weehawkah, as the Sacra-
ment plate had been taken away for safety. It would he.ve been well if all the planters 
had done as Captain W did, i.e., openly explainint?; "the si tua ti on" to the ne-
groes, and arranging for some kno'Wn-minister to officiate among them. Seeing how on 
each side of his estate raids had been committed, I felt as if St. Mary's, with its 
regular Divine service, was a guardian angel to Hagley, and h ';:>t the i:1.truders off and 
the negroes true. 
From what I have seen and heard, I think it is a pity the ::nited States Govern-
ment did not intrust the command on the coast to naval men; the military generals seem 
to have been more without mercy and with esprit de corps, caught up ~rom some other 
occupation, many of them lawyers or in trade--no .soldiers. . 
Mr. Rosa was baptized in the Dutch Reformed Church, whiCh has no bishops, but 
presbyters. In this church (which sprung up from reforms passing from England to 
Holland in the 16th century), before se;rmon the preacher stretches -forth his hands 
over the congregation, saying, "Grace, mercy, and peace from God our Father, and from 
the Lord Jesus Christ, be multiplied unto you, my hearers. Amen." He was married by 
an Anabaptist minister (on account of there being no Episcopalian one), who readily 
consented to use the marriage service of the Prayer-book--which service, by-the-by, 
is considerably shorter than in ours, and much improved by certain sentences at the 
beginning being omitted; though I cannot think the omission of the Psalm, and of the 
order to proceed "from the body of the church" and "to kneel before the Lord's Table," 
for the blessing, is an improvement. cpp. 120-137. To be concluded in next IRQJ 
() 
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A SOCIAL HISTORY OF HORRY COUNTY BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR 
By Bruno Guj er 
Introduction 
What distinguished Horry most from the other low country districts of South Caro-
lina was the sparcity of its population. There were only 2,606 people counted py the 
census of 1800, of which 708 were slaves. The highest percentage of slaves (40°/o) ~ 
was 'recorded in 1820. Thereafter the proportion of black to white population stabil-
ized at a ratio· of 30:70. Between 1820 and 1840 the total population increased only 
slowly, namely from 5,025 to 5,755 people. Thereafter, however, a surge of immigra-
tion gave the area one of the highest population gains in the state until after the 
Civil War. Still, the 1860 census counted only 7,972 people in Horry, compared with 
21,305 in Georgetown. In Georgetown, however, about 88°/o of the population was black 
and slave, so Horry had in fact more than twice the white population of the neighbor-
ing district. 
In many ways Horry was the underdeveloped eastern frontier of South Carolina. 
The wealth of the South and of South Carolina before the Civil War was its investment 
in slaves; thus Horry compared poorly with its sister districts along the Atlantic 
seashore. The cotton boom from 1800 to 1820, which rapidly developed the upper part 
of the state, was hardly felt in Horry. Cotton never dominated the county, although 
eventually a number of cotton gins did operate in the border area to North Carolina. 
Horryite entrepreneurs concentrated in exploiting the timber resources of the 
region. Henry Buck's lumber mills in the Bucksport area, developed from the late 1830s 
onward, became the most substantial enterprise in this field. There were numerous 
smaller turpentine distillers and producers of other naval stores. Salt flats along 
the coast provided .another source of income. 
What little farming there was remained on the subsistence level, although becoming 
gradually more diversified. Farmers owned hundreds, a few even thousands of acres of 
land, at fifty cents to two dollars per acre, depending upon its condition. Much of 
it, however, remained entirely unused. Peas, corn, and fodder for the animals were 
the principle farm products. Farmers also held cattle, hogs and plenty of sheep to 
produce the wool for their homespun clothes. Cattle cost five to twelve dollars a 
head, hogs two to five dollars, sheep were fairly cheap. Most of these animals were 
roaming around rather freely, a practice which gave rise to many disputes and sometimes 
violent altercations concerning their ownership. There was some rice planting on the 
rivers along the border to Georgetown. Horry's total yield, however, a.mounted to only 
one-eighth of that of Joshua John Ward, the owner of Brookgreen and one of the state's 
richest planters. · 
What is now Horry County was named Horry District before the Civil War and con-
sisted of two parishes, Kingston and All Saints, which were separated by the Waccamaw 
River. The parishes represented an older political division, and All· Saints, in fact, 
included the whole Waccamaw Neck all the way to Winyah Bay, the Georgetown part of it 
being by far the more important, politically and economically speaking, than the Horry 
part. Kingston and Little River were the principal settlements at the time of the cre-
ation of the district. Otherwise there were only a few country stores and taverns ~t 
river crossings and crossroads such as Socastee and Gallivants Ferry, and isolated 
farms scattered throughout the area. Clearly, Horry had not been very successful dur-
ing colonial and revolutionary times in attracting population. In fact, Mills' statis-
tics of 1825 only list 100 inhabitants for Conwayborough (as it was then called) and 
only 25 for Little River. 
The act o~ 1801 creating the new district of Horry provided for a board of com-
missioners to locate and erect a courthouse·, jail, whipping post, stocks, and pillory. 
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The nine members of this commission, Horry's "Founding Fathers", could have chosen an 
entirely new site for the capital, but one of them, Robert Conway, tipped the balance 
in favor of centrally located Kingston by donating that part of his extensive land 
grant which fell within old Kingston town, roughly the area between Second Avenue and 
Race Path. The town was accordingly renamed Conwayborough, although not without oppo-
sition. Its map was drawn1up by William Hemingway in 1802 and was followed in the sub-division and sale of lots. 
Public Buildings 
In 1804 the founding commissioners let a contra.ct to Richard Green to build a 
courthouse and jail on Fifth Avenue between Laurel and Elm Streets for five thousand 
dollars. The buildings were supposed to be finished the next year, but were still in 
unfinished and unsatisfactory condition in 1814. Finally the commissioners sued, and 
Richard Green's bond was declared forfeited. But when Robert Conway was contracted 
to finish the job, Richard Green paid for the suit, and hurriedly completed the work. 
Alas, by 1824 this courthouse was already inadequate. The Commissioners for Pub-
lic Buildings, as the successor group to the original founding commission was now called, 
scouted around for contractors again. They eventually chose the highest of four bids 
submitted which ranged from $8,000 to $9,500. 
Robert Mills was State Commissioner of Public Works at that time and the new 
courthouse was designed by him. It was supposed to be completed in 1825. Detail work, 
however, continued until 1828 when Henry Durant was contracted to build the adjacent 
jail. This courthouse became Conway's city hall when the county sold it to the city 
in 1907. The jail then ~ecame part of the Grace Hotel. The last remnants of it were 
demolished in the 1970s. 
The courthouse and jail remained the most important structures under the care of 
the Commissioners for Public Buildings. Almost no year passed without .the Grand Jury 
complaining about the condition of these buildings. The area around the courthouse 
was the hub of the district, particularly during court days in April and October, and 
during elections. Taverns and boarding houses abounded in the area, people from all 
over the district rode about, frequenting the adjoining pleasure spots, listening to 
stump speeches, and amusing themselves watching their neighbors in court. These unruly 
crowds took their toll. The fence around the courthouse was often broken, the board-
walks in pitif'ul shape, and people had to . be forbidden to ride into the courthouse or 
jail yards. People seem to have broken the f'urniture in the courthouse, or maybe they 
took it home with them, for there were at one
3
time or another not enough benches to 
sit on, and no chests to keep documents safe. · 
It appears the Commissioners had always something to do. They served part time, 
without pay, and in a very haphazard fashion. They replaced shutters that the wind 
had blown off the courthouse, and patched holes in the floors, walls, and roof of the 
jail which inmates (and their friends on the outside) had dug in various and sometimes 
successf'ul escape attempts. One tidbit of information in the Commissioners' report 
throws a particularly interesting light on the whole social and political scene at the 
time: In April 1832, the journal states that the next elections would be held in the 
courthouse, presumably as usual. In July the Commissioners complain about a lot of 
broken glass around the courthouse. Extensive repairs will be necessary, and the 
building is placed under the authority and care of the sheriff4 The report says that no elections are henceforth to be conducted at the courthouse. 
These rather riotous elections of 18325 show how even a backwater like Horry was 
involved in the great issue of the day, Nullification. Unionists carried the district 
and even crossed the Pee Dee to support their political allies in the Carver's Bay area 
of Georgetown. In the state convention called to annul the tariffs of 1828 and 1832, 
Horry was represented by Benjamin Gause who supported Daniel Huger, the leader of the 
unionist faction. Evidently Horry1 s political attitudes differed considerably from 
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that of the other planter dominated tidewater districts. While aome of the political 
leaders, notably Peter Vaught from the upper part of All Saints parish, veered toward 
secessionism during the 1850s, others, such as Henry :Buck, remained solidly pro-Union, 
and t he population as a whole miderate. When the Civil War finally did break out, 6 however, Horryites volunteered for service in the Confederate army in record numbers. 
Roads and Waterways 
If Horry developed so differently in its population, its economy and its politics 
from the South Carolina districts that surrounded it, this was largely a result of its 
geographical isolation. Kingston and All Saints parish were cut off from the rest of 
South Carolina by the Waccamaw and the Pee Dee Rivers and their swamp belts. The most 
convenient access until long after the Civil War was provided by these waterways. 
In the years immediately before and after 1820 South Carolina made great efforts 
to improve its internal transportation routes. As already mentioned, Robert Mills was 
in charge of public works during some of these years, and left us with the invaluable 
Mills' Atlas of South Carolina, the best source of geographical and related social data 
in the antebellum period. During the early twenties the state legislature allocated 
$2,000 to clear the Little Pee Dee and the Lumber River to the North Carolina border 
with the goal to make it navigable up to Lumberton and beyond. ·$3,500 were provided 
to clear the Waccamaw up to the state line. The work involved clearing the rivers of 
trees and other debris, as w711 as opening certain thoroughfares where the water course 
was too winding and shallow. 
Proper ·settlement and development of the area, however, became only possible with 
the gradual expansion of a network of roads. Given the rivers, creeks, and swamps to 
be crossed, that was no mean task. The main road from Georgetown to Conway, for instance, 
crossed the Pee Dee at Yauhanna Creek, went across Bull's Island as a corduroy tract 
(!_.~., the roadbed consisted of logs laid side by side) and reached firm land again 
at Harrelson's Ferry, whence it proceeded to the ::Bucksport area. Another connection 
came up the Waccamaw Neck, branched off the shore road, passed through Socastee, crossed 
the Waccamaw at Pitch Landing Ferry and joined the first mentioned highway just before 
reaching Conway. The shore road ran north-south, much of it literally on the beach, 
until it connected with another road from Conway around present-day Windy Hill, whence 
it turned inland to parallel Little River on its west side. In the western part of 
the district, road construction was somewhat easier as there were fewer swamps. The 
most difficult points here were the Pee Dee crossings, particularly Gallivants Ferry 
and Potatoe Bed Ferry (today Highways 501 and 378, respectively). 
According to the basic state ordinance of 1825 concerning reads, the Road Com-
missioners of the district, mostly substantial planters and farmers, were required to 
build and maintain these connections by supplying the necessary labor and tools. They 
were reimbursed for this activity from the general tax collection. However, it appears 
that they knew better things to do with their time and their slaves than maintain roads 
and ferries. The Grand Jury complained again and again about the deplorable state of 
the roads, unsafe ferries, and drunk or absent ferry operators. 
Of particular interest is the Sandy Island Road dispute of 1856/7, because it 
highlights what interests, both in Horry as well as in Georgetown, really dominated 
the political scene. The planters on Sandy Island wanted a road connection across 
:Bull Creek with the ma.in highway from Georgetown to Conwayborough. Although many peo-
ple in Horry felt that they should not be made to pay for a road for Georgetown planters, 
others though it might be profitable to open up the timber land and attract the com-
merce of those plantations. William L. :Buck, Henry :Buck's oldest son, was then road 
commiss~oner for that section and built the four mile stretch with his employees and 
slaves. 
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Ta.x:ation 
Taxes were assessed by the commissioners of the various county works according 
to their needs. The collection was farmed out to certain individuals in each of the 
parishes. Taxes were levied on property, and tax receipts also determined whether a 
man was qualified to vote and sit on a jury. Altogether, a relatively small a.mount 
of tax was colJe cted each year, and only a minority of the adult age white male popu-
lation was eligible to vote. In 1809, for instance, only 370 voters were registered 
for jury purposes, a number which declined to 352 by 1813. In
9
1828, $956.41 was col-
lected in taxes, of which the collectors received ten percent. 
Very often the work of the commissioners was impeded because the tax collectors 
were late in delivering their receipts. This also prevented the sheriff in at least 
one case from making out the list of persons qualified as jurors.10 The citizens then 
were no fonder of paying taxes than they are now. The Grand Jury repeatedly complained 
that the taxes were not only too high, but also not spent right. In November 1859, 
for instance, they protested a tax assessment by the Commissioners of Public Buildings 
which left a large balance in their hands "when it would be much better in the pockets 
of the people (the taxes now paid by the people are heavy and in this day of railroad 
approbations, we are anxious to get rid of all unnecessary taxation. 1111 
Poor Relief 
The school commission being dealt with elsewhere12 there remain a few words to 
be said about the Commissioners for the Poor, the last of the major administrative 
agencies of the district. There were actually two such commissions before the Civil 
War, one for Kingston Parish and one for All Saints. They, too, operated in a very 
haphazard fashion and were often found in neglect of their duties by the Grand Jury. 
It seems that the poor in each parish were housed at certain farms known as poor houses, 
the owners of which received a stipend to maintain them. There probably was some abuse 
and very little supervision.13 In October of 1855 the Grand Jury recommended the 
establishment of a new common poor house for both parishes. But the commissioners from 
Kingston and All Saints objected. They felt such a project would be needlessly expen-
sive and impractical and that it would certainly cost more than the then allocated 
4 $300 to $500 to get a building and f'urni'Sh.ings and a competent person to manage it. 1 
It seems that the poor house finally became a reality as a result of the changed 
social climate after the Civil War. :But new the Grand Jury complained about the high 
expense of maintaining the poor. The ppor :ncuse was :Ln good shape, but then the sheriff 
sold it to pay some county debts. Thus the c1~unty ended up paying rent for it. The 
Grand Jury objected to this manner of paying for the county's debts. At the same time, 
however, ~they had come to view the whole opera -';ion as a nuisance and recommended that 
the poor house and farm be disposed of entirel;r and the superintendent dismissed.15 
The Du.rants and the :Beatys: The Ruling Famili1~u.f Conwayboroup;h 
There are a great number of individuals wh() p~ i=.i.yed key roles in the making of Horry 
district and Conwayborough. Many of them came fron ', Charleston and Georgetown, and Horry 
in its beginnings was a colonial extension of established entrepreneurs from further 
south. Robert Conway was probably most notable amollg' these. :Between 1787 and 1803 
he received in grants from the state close to 3,000 ,1cres of land in the area of Killg13-
ton township. A captain in Marion's brigade during ' ~he Revolutionary War, he became 
a colonel and later a general of the Georgetown dis -f !·dct militia, a career which fol-
lowed very closely that of Peter Horry after whom Hc 1·.-ry district was named in 1801. 
Although Robert Conway lived on his lands around Con,1 l.yborough for over twenty years 
and served as a representative of Horry district in t:.A South Carolina Assembly for 
three terms, he never seems to have broken his perso~i 8..Ji co~~ercial ties to George-
town. Eventually he retired and died there in 1823.1 
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The Durante were another major landowning family in the Conwayborouah area whose 
arrival in the area may be connected with Francis Marion's campaigns. During the 
period here discussed Henry Du.rant seems to have been the head of the family. Born 
1772 in Kingston township, a sometime militia captain, Just of the Peace, Ordinary, 
Coroner, Commissioner of Lots in Conwayborough and eventually Assemblyman and Senator, 
Henry owned a substantial plantation just north of Conwayborouah between Kingston Lake 
and the Waccamaw River. It was Henry who paid his brother John's bond when the latter 
was elected the first sheriff of Horry districf
7
in 1804. Bethel Du.rant, probably his 
younger brother, followed John in that office. · 
These Du.rant brothers were quite well to do. Their tracts laid side by side along 
the road to Harris Ferry and Little River (today Highway 905). Bethel left two planta-
tions, some slaves, a seashore tract and a small library when he died in 1826. Capt. 
Henry Du.rant died in 1837 and left many slaves and lands, including a "certain mulato 
boy called Bolivar" and an old servant Esau to be taken care of by friends. Some of 
Henry's land passed into the t:rust of William W. Du.rant for the benefit of his children. 
The latter however sold it the next year and in 1901 his descendants appealed to the 
courts in vain to recoup what their ancestor had squandered away. Jo~ Durant, the 
first sheriff, left 24 slaves, lands and crops worth c~ose to $8,000. 
The Durante were early supporters of the Methodist Church in the area and supported 
their own church and cemetery. When Bishop Francis Asbury first came to Kingston town-
ship in 1785, he stayed at a Mr. Durant's who was probably the Rev. Thomas Durant, a 
veteran of the Revolutionary War. How he was related to the younger Durante mentioned 
above is unclear. Certainly he was not very wealthy. He applied for a state pension 
two years before his death in 1827, citing his service under Francis Marion and in 
Governor Rutledge's lifeguard as his special merits. He left lands, cattle and hogs, 
but no slaves, for in those years it was still unacceptable for a Methodist clergyman 
to participate in the human traffic. This had changed by 1846, ;for the man who in-
herited most of John Durant's wealth in that year was none other than the Rev. Henry 
H. Durant, his nephew, and one of the principle Methodist ministers in the district.19 
The dominant family in Horry district before the Civil War was und·oubtedly the 
Beatys. They have been called "the foundation family of Horry" as they eventually in-
te:rmarried wi"th most of the notable families in the area. Today, however, few Beatys 
are left in Horry County. Most of the relevant material on the family was collected 
by E. S. Barnhill in his book The Beatys of Kingston, of which the following is a brief 
summary. 
A John Beaty, immigrant from Northern Ireland, is reported to have been in the 
area at least eleven years prior to the founding of Kingston township in 1735. The 
family then engaged in trading with the Indians and later in supplying goods to the 
Revolutionary War effort. The family line that concerns us most here was founded by 
John Beaty, Sr., 1762-1837, who was married to a Prince, and whose sister was the second 
wife of Robert Conway. Acquitted on a charge of horse stealing in 1807, John Beaty, 
Sr., was elected sheriff in 1812, Clerk of Court and Justice of the Quo:rum in 1817, 
and served as a militia colonel. He built himself a house near the old jail and that 
Fifth Avenue neighbo:rhood remained Beaty territory until after the Civil War. 
John had a number of notable daughters and sons. There was Rebecca Beaty who hur-
riedly married John Conway, Robert's son and a teacher around town, after they had been 
accused by the Grand Jury of conducting an adulterous affair .. . , 
Sarah Jane Beaty married Joshua S. Norman who came from across the Pee Dee and a 
somewhat colorful background. The couple eventually ran a boarding house on Main Street 
in the neighborhood of the new courthouse. One of their dauahters, Frances or "Fanny" 
as she was called, became the second wife of Henry Buck. 
The most notable of John Beaty's sons was Colonel James s. Beaty, Esq. (1804-1858). 
He was called "the King of Horry" and the county·, of course, was "the Independent Re-
public." When he was twenty-five years old, he posted $8,000 bond to get elected Clerk 
of Court and Justic e of the Quorum. As he became Sheriff, Commissioner in Equity, and 
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Ordinary, the bonds increased. He must have been an extraordinary individual. He 
also married well, namely Lo~sa Pauley Sarvis, sister of Cornelius Benjamin Sarvis, 
an established farmer in the vicinity of Conwayborough. His large household in time 
not only included his two sons and five daughters, but also other relatives and in-
laws. By 1850 he was colonel of the Horry Hussars, owned 30 slaves and extensive acre-
age. He seemed to be everywhere and do everything. The name Beaty appears as the 
Clerk of Court's signature on government documents from almost the foundation of the 
district until the Civil War as the office passed through the hands of John Sr., Col,. 
James, and later his nephew John R. Beaty with only short interludes. Colonel Beaty 
was in control and could be trusted. The solicitor never found faults in his papers 
in contrast to those of other officeholders, and so James Beaty was called in time 
and again to clear up the mess left by others. 
The Beaty family and their in-laws profited greatly from the Colonel's towering 
position in district politics. His brother Thomas A. Beaty, a Methodist minister, 
became one of the richest men in the district by judiciously buying land and slaves at 
the many public auctions conducted by James in his capacity as sheriff, ordinary, or 
clerk of court. It was the Colonel who kept .Josias T. Sessions, his brother-in-law and 
sometime sheriff and Horry senator, in business through their not too successfUl firm 
of Beaty and Sessions. James Beaty also ended up O'Nrling his sister Sarah Jane's board-
ing house and holding it in trust for her, as her husband Josh Norman proved to be a 
rather unreliable provider. In time "Aunt Jane" ran the most respectable hotel in 
town and under her watchfUl eye the young folks gathered in the parlor. She eventually 
donated that part of her property which abutted Kingston Lake for the construction of 
Kingston Presbyterian Church.20 
The fortunes amassed by Colonel James S. and Rev. Thomas A. Beaty lived on in the 
activities of their sons and sons~in-law, particularly through the firm of Barnhill, 
Buck and Beaty, the principle merchandising firm in town before the Civil War. 
Notes 
1. Cf. Laura Quattelbaum, History of Horry County (typed ms, Horry County Mem-
orial Library). 
2. Horry County, E. J. Sherwood (clerk?): Commissioners' Book: Public Build-
ings 1802-1851 (typed WPA transcript, South Carolina Archives), pp. 1~34. Cf. Dr. 
Norton's article on the courthouse in The Independent Republic Quarterly (Vol. III, 
no. 2, pp. 9~17). 
3. Cf. the numerous presentments of the Grand J'ury in Horry County Clerk of 
Court: (General) Sessions Journal, 1804-1840 (WPA transcript, South Carolina Archives), 
p. 130 et al. Also Commissioners' Book: Public Buildings, pp. 20, 23, 27. 
4.~Commissioners' Book: Public Buildings, pp. 18/19, 23. 
5. ~Cf. also the numerous riot cases at that time in the (General) Sessions 
Journal, 1804-1840, pp. 293-295. 
6. James Rogers, History of Horry County, pp. 2-3, 10, 30-32. 
7. David Kohn, Internal Improvement in South Carolina, 1817-1828. Privately 
printed, Washington, D. C.: 1938 (copy in Horry County Memorial Library), pp. 415/16, 
497. 
8. Horry County Clerk of Court: General Sessions 1855-1874 (typed WPA tran-
script, South Carolina Archives), pp. 78/79, 100, 132. James Rogers' interpretation 
on p. 9 of his thesis (History of Horry County) is probably one-sided: Not just the 
Sandy Island planters, but the Bucks themselves, profited from this road. 
9. (General)Sessions, 1804-1840, pp. 33, 62; Commissioners' Book: Public 
Buildings, pp. 13-14. 
10. Commissioners' Book: Public Buildings, pp. 23, 29, 39. (General) Sessions 
1804-1840, pp. 261, 391. 
" 
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11. (General) Sessions, 1804-1840, p. 368. General Sessions, 1855-1874, pp. 222-
223. 
12. Cf. Bruno Gujer, "The Early Educational System in Horry County'', IRQ XIII, 
no. 4 (Fall 1979), pp. 38-40. 
13. (General) Sessions, 1804-1840, p. 376. 
14. General Sessions, 1855-1874, pp. 59-70, 83. 
15. Ibid., pp. 472, 51Z-13, 523. This author has not been able to verify what 
actually became of the institution. 
16. Edward Stanley Barnhill, The Beatys of Kingston (no pl., 1958), pp. 38-41 • 
. 17. Ibid., p. 126. Also, cf. Directo of the SSna.te of South Carolina. 
18. Will Book "A", Horry County, pp. 29, , 79. Will Book "C", p. 1 (typed 
WPA transcripts, South Carolina Archives). Horry County Judge of Probate: Inventories, 
Appraisements and Sales, 1841-1959 (typed WPA transcript, South Carolina Archives), 
p. 87,. G!. IRQ, vol. 4, no. 1, p. 11. . 
It .... Ms Petition to the Senate of South Carolina, dated Nov. 12, 1825 (South Caro-
lini- :~brary). Cf. Laura Quattlebaum, History of Horry County, p. 22. 
20 • . Horry County Clerk of Court, Deed Book "J", 1833-1838, pp. 18, 35, 37, 49-51, 
53, 57, 62. Deed Book "K", 1838-1841, p. 174 (typed WPA transcript, South Carolina 
Archives). 
HOMEWOOD COLONISTS 
(See story on page 17) 
The William Lewis house was located i n the 
social center of the Colony on the east 
side of Highway 701 where #319 intersects. 
Nearby was a hall used for meetings and 
entertainments, the most famous of which 
took place each Fourth of July. Mansie 
Gause bought the house which is still 
owned by his descendants. 
The Edwin S. Cultra house is located on the 
west side of the Conway to Cochran Road. 
Cultra established Homewood Nursery. At the 
entrance to what is now Cultra Road on High-
way 701 he built an arch over the road with 
the na.ue of the business on it. The property 
was purchased by Dr. James A. Norton to build 
an airstrip for his twin aviator sons. After 
they were tragic~lly lost in World War II, he 
sold the land to Ceph Jordan, who in t\lrn gave 
it to his daughter, Mrs. David c. McKenzie, 
the present owner. 
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LIGHTS IN THE COUNTRY 
:By W. Hal King 
Before Horry Electric Cooperative, Inc., was established and electric lights were 
brought to Horry County, kerosene lamps were in use. When a week's supply of kerosene 
was exhausted a family had to use lightwood for lights until they bought more. Light-
wood knots came from the stumps of trees that had provided lumber, turpentine, and resin 
for the shipbuilding industry. Many educated people studied math, English and Latin by 
a fire in the chimney which was the only light in the home. Candles made of beeswax 
were used extensively. 
In the early 20th century the Delco Light System, which was successful for a while, 
was used by a few people in Horry County. The aladdin lamps and the gas lamps were 
used in the early 1920 1 s in farm homes. 
In Horry County electricity came in at Nichols to Floyds, to Green Sea, then back 
to Tabor City. Conway was furnished electricity by the plant built by Paul Quattlebaum. 
Lights in most of the cities of any size were furnished by private utility com-
panies. The utility companies did not think it would be economically feasible to carry 
lights out into the rural areas because they thought the cost of building the lill:ls 
would far exceed the income from the sale of electricity. The federal government, 
realizing the problem, passed a bill called the Rural Electrification Act which would 
provide money as a loan at a low rate of interest to bring electricity to the rural 
areas. The original plan was to loan money to the power companies to build the rural 
lines, but they did not think the furnishing of electricity to rural areas was finan-
cially practical. 
In Horry County the State Authority was working through the Agricultural teachers 
in the school districts. H. A. Price organized the Aynor people and Carl Zimmerman 
worked in the Conway area. The national government felt that this was a fragmented ap-
proach. They preferred to work through the County Agents as they were a countywide 
organization. A Mr. Carnes was sent down from Washington to set up the county meetings 
and give help in organizing a cooperative. This caused quite a bit of friction between 
the state and national planners. At a meeting in the Conway Grammar School the people 
voted the national plan down, but Mr. Carnes was quite a fighter and he suggested that 
they go direct to the people--which they did. Mansie Gause, a well liked and respected 
farmer, did most of the soliciting for membership for the cooperative, which was organ-
ized April 24, 1940. Pearly s. Page was elected the first president. Money was borrowed 
from the government, a contractor was brought in from Atlanta to build the system, and 
the Horry Electric Cooperative was on its way. The customers who had been with the 
State Authority joined up with the new cooperative. 
The Cooperative staff worked from V. M. Johnston's office until they got an office 
of their own which was located in the Wright Building on the corner of 4th Ave. and 
Laurel Street in Conway. Most people agree that V. M. Johnston was the father of the 
Horry Electric Cooperative. 
The original system consisted of one transformer on a double pole in Aynor, and 
there were only two cutoff switches in the entire system. One was on a pole in the 
Bucksport area. When that switch was knocked out, the best way to cut it back on was to 
hit the pole on which it was located with an ax. This would jar it back on. Before the 
pole was replaced, it was most beat in two. 
When Santee Cooper was completed the Cooperative stopped buying electricity from 
Carolina Power and Light and signed up w~th Santee Cooper. A joint venture was entered 
into by fifteen cooperatives to build transmission lines from Moncks Corner, S. C. Cen-
tral Electric Cooperative borrowed enough money to build the transmission lines, then 
sold the lines to Santee Cooper, giving them thirty-five years to pay back the loan. 
There were nine directors appointed in April 1940: W. Hal King, P. S. Page, D. M. 
Grainger, P. L. Elvington, U. A. Johnson, H. L. Lupo, W. J. Jordan, H. E. Stevens, and 
T. C. Hardee. Each district director paid $5.00 and we began with the sum of $45.00 for 
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the cooperative. I think that the other districts were about the same as my district as 
to soliciting subscribers. Each director spent a great deal of time traveling over the 
county talking with homeowners from house to house about the possibility of electrifying 
Horry County. The homeowners whom we visited seemed interested, but very few were eager 
to sign up. I remember well that often Mr. Johnston and I would leave after a discussion 
and he would say, "They don't want any elec;tric lights." After the first lights were 
turned on, however, those same homeowners could not wait for their lights, but it was 
quite a while before a second membership application could be accepted. When the first 
lights were turned on, the minimum charge was $1.50 per month, but to many it seemed that 
they would not be able to pay. 
After the charter members joined there were so many applicants that it was diffi-
cult to serve them. Beginning with 627 members when the lights were turned on, the mem-
bership steadily increased. To state the dates and number of applicants accepted at dif-
ferent times would be too lengthy. From the first 627 the Cooperative has grown to 
22,000 subscribers. 
I would like to recognize our managers and give a brief history of the great work 
that they have done in the promotion and building of a great business serving the rural 
people of Hor;ry County. Their altruism and moral integrity have helped to benefit 
thousands of people. 
The first manager was Lloyd Williams, son of James Preston Willia.ms and Olga Ander-
sen Willia.ms and grandson of Mary Dusenbury and Ole Andersen (who was Norwegian). He 
was born March 13, 1903 in the Bucksport community. He grew up on the farm and enjoyed 
every phase of farm life. Except for four ~ears in Florida with the Florida Power and 
Light Compa.nj- he spent his entire life in Horry County. He graduated from Conway High 
School and Clemson Col]fge. Lloyd married Olvie Steadly of Bamburg, S. C. They have one 
son, Robert Lloyd (Bobby) Willia.ms, an attorney who lives in Dade City, Fla., and has 
three children. 
Williams worked with the county agent, V. M. Johnston, with the Soil Sample Survey, 
and was county manager of the Agriculture Adjustment Administration (AAA). He also 
served as Horry County director of the South Carolina Tobacco Association. As the first 
manager of the Horry Rural Electric Association (REA), he served from 1941 until his re-
tirement in the 1960's. Lloyd passed away July 23, 1974, leaving a host of friends. 
He bore the brunt of organizing the AAA (Triple A) when farmers were so hard to please. 
Lloyd worked faithf'ully with the farmers, then when our county agent, V. M. Johnston, 
helped promote the REA .for the rural people, Lloyd was a mainstay in helping to bring 
this to realization. 
The Cooperative's second manager was Otis Stogner, Jr., born July 30, 1931, to 
H. O. and Hannah Long Stogner in Conway. He attended schools in Conway and graduated 
from Conway High School in 1938. ·He graduated from The Citadel in 1942 with a B. S. in 
Civil Engineering and served in World War II with the 034th Combat Engineering Battalion, 
79th Infantry Division. He was in the Army four years, two of which were spent in the 
European Theater. 
From 1946 to 1947 he worked for B. O. Vannort Engineering Company in Charlotte, N. C., 
when he was employed by the Horry Electric Cooperative in March 1947 as engineer. He 
left the Cooperative in 1952, but returned in June 1955 as assistant manager. He became 
manager January 1, 1957 and served until July 1, 1977. During this period he served on 
the Board of Directors for the Association of Electric Cooperatives of S. C.; was a 
member of the Board for Central Electric Power Cooperative, NRECA Member Service Market-
ing Committee, Conway Chamber of Commerce (and president, too), Horry County Development 
Board, Conway Hospital, Inc.; was a member of the Higher Education Commission of Coastal 
Carolina College, and deacon and elder of Kingston Presbyterian Church. 
He was married in 1942 to the former Harriette Scoggins. They have one daughter, 
Susan, who is now Mrs. W. A. Chapman of Anderson, s. C. There are three grandchildren, 
Harriett Cooper, Clifton Alexander, and William Thomas II. 
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The Cooperative's third and present manager is Charles Webster. He was born in 
Bl~nhe~m, S. C., August 1st, 1933. He graduated from Lower Marlboro High School, Blen-
heim, in 1951 and from Clemson University in 1955. He served in the u. s. Army from 
February 1956 to March 1958 as an officer. From March 1958 to June 1963 he was employed 
by the Clemson Extension Service in Conway. He joined the Horry Electric Cooperative 
and served as Members Service Director from June 1963 to June 1977, when he was elected 
General Manager. He has been a captain in the S. C. National Guard and vice-chairman 
of the Horry County Board of Education (November 1970-November 1974). He is married 
to the former Helen Nolan and they have three sons, Bryan, Gregory and Kent. 
Miss Leo Knauff joined Horry Electric Cooperative in March 1952 as its "electri-
fication advisor". Her duties were to write news articles monthly for the statewide 
Coop News, conduct a weekly radio program to acquaint the public with the work of the 
Coop, promote the use of electricity in the home and on the farm, and help Coop mem-
bers learn to use their appliances efficiently. She won many friends for the orga.n-
iz~tion. 
Miss Knauff became acquainted with every electrical appliance dealer in Horry 
County and outlying areas. She gave programs and demonstrations on appliances, safe-
ty, lighting, Christmas lighting, heating and kitchen arrangement. She spoke before 
school groups, agriculture groups, garden clubs, civic clubs, 4-H and Homemakers 
Clubs, Scouts and in appliance stores. 
As a representative of the Horry Electric Cooperative, she attended Farm Bureau 
meetings, community development meetings, merchants association and Chamber of Com-
merce meetings and served on numerous committees to promote the betterment of Horry 
County. 
Miss Knauff retired on disability in March 1977 after a long illness. Called 
"Angel" by her many friends, she was the leading spirit in the improvement of farm 
life in the twenty-five years -she served with the Coop. A native of Arkansas, gra-
duate in home economics from Henderson State Teachers College, Arkadelphia, she came 
to the Carolinas with her mother and sister. Angel died February 16, 1980. 
Present HEC employees who have 
served 15 years or more: 
Margaret Baiden 23 
Elaine Fulmer 15 
Amos Howell 21 
Marvadean Hyman 20 
Doris Jacobs 16 
Dennis Martin 32 
Lila Sawyer 28 
Mildred Strickland 20 
Ear~Anderson 31 
Carlton L. Arnette 29 
Davis Edge 22 
C. C. Grainger 30 
William E. Hyman 33 
T. D. Johnson 26 
Horace Jordan 15 
Arthur Lundy 19 
Paul Myers 17 
c. W. Sawyer 31 
Dave F. Sawyer 31 
Joe Henry Sawyer 26 
Nick Seesan 31 
Wayne· Sessions 15 
Charlie Webster 15 Eugene Shelley 20 Lonnie Smith 30 
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PARKER CEMETERY 
This peaceful burial place can be entered from a paved farm to market road that 
leads from s. C. 701 to S. C. 378. It is west of Pawley Swamp Baptist Church and a 
Primitive Baptist Church. There are about as many unidentified graves as those with 
markers. Concrete blocks have been placed to mark several of the unidentified ones. 
Parker Cemetery was cataloged on April 23, 1978 by Valerie A. Johnson and Annette E. 
Reesor. 
Bourne, Alex., Nov. ll, 1844-Dec. 28, 1844 
Cannon, Affie, wife of S. S. Cannon, 1882-1924 
Cannon, Ernest, 1906-1962 
Cannon, Zilpha C., wife of M. A. Cannon, March 8, 1885-March 20, 1937 
Dew, Laudy H., March 30, 1882-Dec. 24, 1940 
Dew Loyd E., July 18, 1947, age 38 years 
Dew, Susan V., Feb. 10, 1883-March 31, 1933 
Graham, Charley M., Jan. 14, 1877-Dec. 31, 1935 
Graham, Cora M., wife of C. M. Graham, Aug. , 1877, died May 25, 1915 
Graham, Eddie, 1885-1922 
Graham, Healen Edge, 1897-1927 
Graham, I. M., Oct. 1, 1845-0ct. 29, 1918 
Graham, Woodrow, 1918-1964 
Graham, Mary Ann, wife of I. M. Graham, Oct. 26, 1851-Dec. 11, 1914 
Herren, Lillie, wife of W. T. Herren, Jan. 31, 1853-Dec. 11, 1913 
Herring, Lillie Belle Daniels, May 25, 1884-Dec. 4, 1962, wife of Marion David Herring 
Herring, Marion David, April 7, 1880-May 23, 1940 
Herring Twins, 1924 
Lowrimore, Ellen E., dau. of R. W. & Mary M. Lowrimore, Dec. 7, 1872-died 7 years, 
11 months 
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Lowrimore, Martha, dau. of R. W. & Mary M. Lowrimore. b. Feb. 10, 1B78- died age 2 yrs, 
2 months & 2 days 
Lowrimore, Mary A., Nov. 22, 1849-Sept. 29, 1926 
Lowrimore, R. W., March 3, 1858- August 22, 1918 
Lowrimore, Ulric, son of R. W. & Mary M. Lowrimore, May 18, 1890-June 29, 1900 
Mccrackin, Laura R., wife of W. J. Mccrackin, Dec. 18, 1852-Jan. 9, 1901 
Mccrackin, Sallie, Sept. 19, 1880-Dec. 23, 1930 
Mccrackin, W. J. Nov. 7, 1850-Nov. 10, 1923 
Martin, Henrietta B., wife of S. W. Martin, Sept. 1, 1878-Dec. 13, 1960 
Martin, S. Wilson, April 14, 1871-Aug. 15, 1935 
Montgomery, Daniel W., Oct. 17, 1899 
Montgomery, Mary Kate, wife of Daniel W. Montgomery, June 4, 1909-June 1, 1963 
Montgomery, Daniel, Jr., son of Mr. & Mrs. D. W. Montgomery, Sept. 15, 1932-Sept. 4, 1934 
Parker, Charley M., son of Thomas and Elizabeth Parker, Feb. 25, 1870-April 25, 1900 
Parker, Elizabeth, wife of Thomas Parker, Feb. 7, 1940-Mar. 7, 1920 
Parker, Mrs. Mary M., wife of William H. Parker, Feb. 6-1850-Mar. 2, 1924 
Parker, Thomas, June 2, 1826-Jan. 1, 1908 
Parker, William H., husband of Mary M. Parker, Nov. 28, 18 -Aug. 25, 1901 
Paul, Charlotte Parker, wife of Moses Paul, Oct. 3, 1831-0c"t:' 30, 1891 
Paul, Moses, June 28, 1822-Sept. 28, 1878 (9th Bat. Co. A., C SA) 
Rabon, Ernest, infant son of John & Della Rabon, March 1926 
Robinson, Alma, May 20, 1905-Nov. 6, 1925 
Sarvis, Hattie, wife of J. H. Sarvis, Feb. 15, 1882-Dec. 26, 1937 
Smith, G. A., Sept. 17, 1842-Sept. 18, 1924 
Sarvis, Glennie, wife of J. H. Sarvis, Jan. 3, 1887-Mar. 29, 1921 
Smith, Rachel Ann, wife of G. A. Smith, May 10, 1863-June 17. 191S -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OOPS! CAN WE BLAME IT ON GREMLINS? 
Mrs. Lucile Butler, to whom we are all indebted for help on the Spring Tour, has 
called to our attention some slips which we committed in the Summer 1980 issue of IRQ. 
Paragraphs from "Longs Community: An Overview" (p.11-12) and "The Cox Family Home 
Grew" (p. 19) and "Edward P. Russ Place" (p. 19-21) were mixed up. After paragraph 
three of "Longs Community" .: should follow three paragraphs beginning "Back in the early 
days ••• " on the bottom of p. 20 and top of p. 21. At the end of "The Cox Family Home 
Grew" add the last paragraph from p. 11 (Lumber for the new building ••• ) and two para-
graphs on top of p. 12. 
On pages 18 and 19 the picture captions and text should refer to William I(ra) 
Cox instead of William D. Cox and the picture captions are obviously back'ards. 
We-are sorry about it all~ Please correct your copies of IRQ. 
-----------------------------------------=----:-----------------------------------------=---
CAN YOU HELP? 
Nonnan LeRand Page, 329 A Oak Meadow, Oak Trail Shores, Granbury, Texas 76048 
seeks information: 
Parents of Elizabeth A. Dubois West, b. 25 Feb 1846, d. 3 Apr 1935, daughter of 
----Dubois and Martha Dubois. Sister of Hannah Dubois Joyner, b. 1848, 
married James Joyner; and Albert A. Dubois, b. 1851 and moved to Belmont, NC. 
Elizabeth married Elias Melvin West and had three children; George A. West, 
b. 18 June 1878, d. 12 June 1950; Thomas Turner West, b. 29 Aug 1880, d. 14 Apr 
1938; William Melvin West, b. 27 March 1884, d. 25 May 1976. Elizabeth and her 
husband, E. Melvin, are buried in Carter Cemetery near the Daisy section of 
Horry County. 
